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COUNCIL AGREES TO
FRACKING/ACIDIZING
INFORMATION SESSION
“LA has imposed a moratorium on
fracking. I want to know what is going on
here,” said Councilmember Jan Flory as
she asked fellow councilmembers to join
her in calling for a study session on the
topic. She had asked at two previous
meetings with no one stepping up. This
time Mayor Protem Greg Sebourn seconded her request. A date for the info session has not yet been set. City Manager
Joe Felz said “Representatives from the
cities of Brea, La Habra and Fullerton are
in discussions about hosting a regional
meeting about oil operations happening
here to be held sometime in July or
August.” Check out the Fullerton
Observer facebook page and city website
for updates.
related stories page 2
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A Public Hearing on the upcoming pass
through water rate increases will be held
at the Tuesday, July 15 city council meeting at City Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth,
in Fullerton. “Pass Through” increases are
those which are imposed by the agencies
which provide water to Fullerton when
they increase the price of water.

FAST swimming instructor Sarah Mattais teaches a youngster the lifesaving
skill of floating.109 kids attended the water safety camp May 27-30 at the
Fullerton Community Center’s indoor pool. PHOTO JERE GREENE

SUMMER WATER SAFETY PROGRAM
by Jere Greene
The Fullerton Boys and Girls
Club paired up with the Zac
Foundation and the Fullerton
Aquatics Sports Team (FAST) to
make summer safe for 106 youngsters from 6 to 9 years old.
The four day free program introduced the students to water safety
presented by guest experts to show
and tell all aspects of being around
the water.
The Fullerton Fire Department
explained how they conduct swift
water rescue events and the dangers
of playing around flood control
channels.
Newport
Beach
Lifeguards discussed beach safety,
The Fullerton Police Department
explained the use of the 9-1-1 system, The Coast Guard covered
boating safety, and Lynch
Ambulance explained the use of
their equipment.
In the pool, Fullerton Aquatics

Sports Team swim instructors
taught the children effective kicking techniques, how to float on
their backs, and how to safely
throw life saving devices to a swimmer who is in trouble.
All this information was thoroughly enjoyed by the participants
and resulted in making the students
comfortable and safer around the
water.
The ZAC Foundation was
founded by Karen and Brian Cohn
in 2008 in honor of their 6-yearold son who passed away when his
arm became entrapped in a pool
drain in 2007. For more information on the foundation visit
www.thezacfoundation.com.
FAST conducts summer swim
lessons for all ages. For more information visit the Fullerton
Community Center, 340 W.
Commonwealth in Fullerton and
visit www.fastswimming.net

Governor Brown Signs
Bill to End Secret
Campaign Contributions
California took a huge step forward in providing voters better
information about who is funding
elections. Governor Jerry Brown
signed Senate Bill 27 (Lou Correa),
on May 14, closing a major nonprofit reporting loophole and
ensuring that future campaigns
receiving millions from out-of-state
special interests will have to disclose
their sources. SB 27 directly
addresses the Arizona Dark Money
Scandal. In 2012, two Arizona
nonprofit organizations attempted
to circumvent California’s disclosure regulations and contributed
$15 million to campaign committees that opposed Proposition 30

and supported Proposition 32.
Thanks to the complaint filed by
California Common Cause, the
FPPC forced the two groups to disclose their donors and ultimately
levied a record fine of $1 million
for improperly concealing their
campaign contributions.
The new law kicks in July 2014.
65th District Assemblywoman
Sharon Quirk-Silva joined 57 other
assemblymembers in passing the
bill in the Assembly on May 5.
Twelve assemblymembers voted no.
To find out how representatives are
voting on bills at the state level go
to: http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/bilinfo.html

The Fox Opens for
One-Night
Hometown Screening
Best Feature Documentary at the 2013 Downtown
Film Festival LA, “Circle the Wagen,” written by
Fullerton native Charlie Pecoraro and Ryan Steven
Green, who also directs, and co-produced by Dave
Torstenson, will screen at the Fox Theatre on
Thursday, June 5. Pecoraro and Torstenson also star
in the film. The Fox is located at the corner of Harbor
and Chapman in downtown Fullerton.
The event starts with an instant
car show (bring your vintage
VW!) and food at 5pm in the
back parking lot. Theatre doors
open at 7pm and the screening
starts at 8pm. A Q&A follows
with Pecoraro and fellow filmmakers. Tickets are $5 (cash only)
and free for children under 12.
Pecoraro, born at St. Jude
Hospital in 1980, graduated from
Charlie Pecoraro Troy High School and USC. He
spent his entire childhood at his
family’s Italian ristorante, Angelo’s & Vinci’s, which,
from 1972 to 1991, was located on the actual stage of
the Fox Theatre. The Fox was his playground but
when Angelo & Vinci’s moved next door, Charlie
didn’t see the inside of his second home until 2003,
when the Fox was saved from the wrecking ball by a
grass-roots movement he was proud to be a part of.
This is a heartfelt homecoming and most certainly a
dream come true for him. Charlie is currently living
in Burbank and works as an actor, producer, and
drummer.
“Circle the Wagen” is a buddy/road-trip/docudramedy` on the vintage Volkswagen subculture in
America, that close-knit community for whom the
joy of driving is the joy of living. It follows Dave, an
idealistic adventurer and automotive ne`er-do-well,
and his convivial co-pilot Charlie, on their journey
down Route 66 in a `72 bus won on eBay for $787.
Through countless backfires, blowouts, and breakdowns, the heart of the vintage VW community is
revealed as they attempt to save “The Croc” from the
scrap heap and rally her beleaguered owner on to
California.
Besides winning Best Documentary at the DFFLA
and at the Columbia Gorge International Film
Festival, the film won the 2013 Dennis Hopper
Guerrilla Award at the Albuquerque Film & Media
Experience.
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The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and Natalie
Kennedy and a group of friends in 1978, is
staffed by local citizen volunteers who create,
publish, and distribute the paper throughout
our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit one with
all ad and subscription revenues plowed back
into maintaining and improving our independent, non-partisan, non-sectarian community newspaper.
Our purpose is to inform Fullerton residents about the institutions and other societal forces which most impact their lives, so
that they may be empowered to participate
in constructive ways to keep and make these
private and public entities serve all residents
in lawful, open, just, and socially-responsible
ways.
Through our extensive local calendar and
other coverage, we seek to promote a sense
of community and an appreciation for the
values of diversity with which our country is
so uniquely blessed.

continued on page 3

CHEMICALS USED IN SIX FULLERTON WELLS
BEING ACIDIZED TO BRING UP OLD OIL
The following is an example of the
chemicals being used in six wells in
Fullerton to bring up the last remaining
oil in the acidizing process. According to
Breitburn (aka Pacific Coast L.P.) which
leases the well sites from Chevron, these
chemicals are trucked in and out of town.
The substances used in each well are
available on the South Coast Air Quality

Non Trade Secret
Trade Name/Chemical Ingredient
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Fracking and extreme oil extraction
techniques like acidizing are taking place
in and around Brea. These wells pose a
direct threat to the safety and well-being
of Brea residents. There are currently at
least 24 cases of fracking and acidizing
within Brea’s sphere of influence.
The City of Brea owns fracking wells
that are located just outside the Olinda
Elementary School and near the new
Sports Complex. There are more fracking
wells in the Blackstone and Olinda Ranch
Neighborhoods within a few feet of people’s homes.
Fracking is the process of injecting millions of gallons of water, sand, and tens of
thousands of gallons of known toxic
chemicals deep underground at extremely
high pressures to blast open rock formation. This allows hard to reach oil and gas
to flow more freely.
Acidization is the process of using
hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acid to
stimulate wells as they melt rock layers
that allow oil and gas to flow more freely.
Hydrochloric and hydrochloric acid are
air toxins that can cause illness and even
fatalities if exposure is high enough.
Less is known about acidization because

1) How to Find Wells Near You
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it is a newer technique and mainly
employed in California, but fracking has a
horrendous track record. Fracking has
been linked to over 1,000 cases of water
contamination including groundwater
contamination in 4 states, increases in air
pollution and smog, and finally, fracking
practices and waste disposal wells have
been linked to earthquakes as large as a
5.7 in Oklahoma. Fracking is also exempt
from the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act,
and Safe Drinking Water Act making it
impossible to hold the Oil & Gas
Industry accountable to public health and
the environment.
SB4 only requires the notification of
fracking and disclosure of chemicals. It
does nothing to ensure that fracking is
safe for communities or the environment.
This is why we need to take local action to
ensure the safety and well-being of Brea
residents.
Keep in touch with local fracking issues
by visiting www.stopfrackingbrea.com

To sign the petition go to:
http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/
ban-extreme-oil-gasextracti?source=s.fwd&r_by=491964

WAR COSTS in Life & Money
IN IRAQ & AFGHANISTAN

• 123,964

Civilians killed by Violence www.iraqbodycount.org (5/31/2014)

• 4,486
• 2,323

US Soldiers killed in Iraq: (DoD 5/11/2012 - no update since this date)

• 32,223
• 17,674
• $1.5
Trillion

US Soldiers killed in Afghanistan (5/31/2014) www.icasualties.org
US Soldiers wounded (DOD reports) www.icasualties.org
Iraq (3/2003 thru 11/2011- no updates since this date)
Afghanistan (10/2001 thru 10/13/2012- no updates since this date)
Cost of Wars Since 2001 www.costofwar.com (5/31/2014)
(rounded down) (Iraq $816 billion) (Afghanistan $721 billion)

2014

TWO USEFUL SITES

Management District website. Due to
recent disclosure laws in California, oil
companies must now tell if they are
acidizing, fracking, or gravel packing
wells, and must list the chemicals being
used (except for those they consider proprietary). So though this list is incomplete
- it gives you an idea of what is being put
into the wells. (organized by air toxicity)

HCL/HF/Hydrofluoric Acid................................................... 61,127
MISOL in HF/Methanol......................................................... 1,060
MISOL in HF/2-Butoxy Ethanol............................................ 1,060
AI 205 in HCL/HF/Methanol................................................ 341.6
AI 205 in HCL/Methanol....................................................... 173.6
SS 20 in HCL/Methanol......................................................... 122.1
SS 20 in HCL/water................................................................ 122.1
SW 211 in NH4CL/Methanol................................................ 71.9
SW 211 in HCL/Methanol..................................................... 56.6
HCL/HF/Hydrochloric Acid................................................... 61,127
HCL/Hydrochloric Acid.......................................................... 30,317
HCL/HF/water........................................................................ 61,127
HCL/water.............................................................................. 30,317
Ammonium Cloride/water....................................................... 39,198
Ammonium Cloride ((NH4)CL)............................................. 39,198
PA 50 IN HCL/P-Mentha-1,8-Diene/D-Limonene................ 560.2
SSD-921 in HCL/Solvent Naphtha, Aromatic Petroleum....... 118.7
ISA 100 in HCL/HF/2-Hydroxy-1,2,3-Propanetricarbolyic.... 377.4
ISA 100 in HCL/2-Hydroxy-1,2,3-Propanetricarboxylic Acid. 382.6
1SA 100 in HCL/HF............................................................... 377.4
ISA 100 in HCL/water............................................................ 382.6
AI 205 in HCL/HF/Quinaldine.............................................. 341.6
AI 205 in HCL/HF/Isoquinoline............................................ 341.6
AI 205 in HCL/HF/Pine Oil/Terpene Hydrocarbon............... 341.6
AI 205 in HCL/HF/2-Propyn-1-OL/Propargyl Alcohol.......... 341.6
AI 205 in HCL/HF/1-OCTYN-3-OL, 4-Ethyl Octynol......... 341.6
AI 205 in HCL/Quinaldine.................................................... 173.6
AI 205 in HCL/Isoquinoline................................................... 173.6
AI 205 in HCL/Pine Oil/Terpene Hydrocarbon...................... 173.6
AI 205 in HCL/2-Propyn-1-OL/Propargyl Alcohol................ 173.6
AI 205 in HCL/1-OCTYN-3-OL, 4-Ethyl Octynol............... 173.6
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http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dog
/Pages/WellFinder.aspx
This is the Dept of Oil & Gas site
where you can see which wells are active
in our area and whether they are being
water flooded (WF) or producing or
both. Those that are not now active may
become active in the future. As you can
see from this website there are many
hundreds of wells. You can use the API
number listed to find what chemicals
are being used.

2) How to Find the Chemicals
Used in a Well Near You
http://xappprod.aqmd.gov/
r1148pubaccessportal/
This is the South Coast Air Quality
Control Board Rule 1148 reporting site
where you can find what chemicals are
being used in wells. Oil companies are
required to send notification of intention to frack or acidize within 60 days of
the start date.
Start by putting in Orange for “county” and it will give you the names of the
oil companies working in our county.
Breitburn Operating L.P. and LINN
Operating are the major ones in north
county. Hit on the name of the oil company (NOT the “view document”) and
you can open each well being worked by
that operator in our zip codes. Hit on
section D to see if they are acidizing,
etc. and the other sections for other
info. Section A shows the “Event ID”
which you can use to look up the list of
chemicals they are using in that specific
well by hitting New Search and going to
Chemical Report and then plugging in
the event ID number.

Caltech Seismologist
Dr. Lucy Jones Says
Waste Injection Wells
Cause Earthquakes

In an interview with KTLA on
Wednesday, May 21, 2014, Caltech seismologist Dr. Lucy Jones said, “Fracking
happens in top mile and causes small
earthquakes.”
“After they frack they are left with this
noxious brew of chemicals that would
contaminate groundwater so they dispose
of it deep underground and that does
cause earthquakes,” said Dr. Jones.
“Earthquakes east of the Rockies have
increased by factor of 10. We have seen it
many places the 5.7 in Oklahoma, 5.5 in
Colorado, 4s in Texas and Arkansas all
related to wastewater disposal.”
See the broadcast at:
http://ktla.com/2014/05/21/earthquake-country-seismologist-dr-lucyjones-on-faults-fracking-earthquakeweather/#ixzz33FxZd7VP

HOW TO VOICE
YOUR OPINION
Community Opinion pages are a forum
for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest.
Letters are the opinion of the writers, may
be shortened for space, and typos will be
corrected. Anonymous letters may be
printed if you can make the case for
anonymity. You can request to be identified
by your initials and town only (we will
need your whole name for verification).
We print all that we can fit.

Email to
observernews@earthlink.net
or send by mail to:
Fullerton Observer,
PO Box 7051,
Fullerton, CA 92834
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OUT OF MY MIND
by Jon Dobrer © 2014 JonDobrer@mac.com

How the World Goes to War
This is how the world goes to war. It and Kiev. This is where Vladimir pushed
isn’t usually by plan or calculation but the pagan idols into the Dnieper and
miscalculation. Watching the violent and Christianized all the Russias. In other
deadly way Ukraine and Russia are esca- words, Ukraine is their womb, their birth
lating their (mis) behaviors, there is a place, their Plymouth Rock.
Putin may not need to own it. He cerclear and imminent danger of real war.
Of course neither side truly wants war, tainly doesn’t want to assume their
despite the unhelpfully bellicose and national debt. However, he does need
for it not to be owned by the
macho rhetoric. They merely
want what they want at a low We and the west. That he has essentially
tricked the west into committing
cost, but neither side can
IMF will
16 billion dollars to Ukraine is
count on a cheap victory.
now pay
pretty elegant. We and the IMF
All Putin wants, as the old
Ukraine’s
will now pay Ukraine’s past due
joke goes, is piece. He wants
past due
gas and oil bill. We will pay it to,
a piece of Ukraine, of
Moldova and conceivably
gas and oil you got it, Russia.
So far the US and Russia are
Latvia,
Estonia
and
bill.
getting
what we each want. We
Lithuania. He wants, what
We will
subverted the Ukrainian governRussia has wanted since the
pay it to,
ment and the freely elected presitime of Peter the Great–a
you
got it, dent they freely, if foolishly,
warm water port. Hence his
Russia.
chose. We got caught conspiring
taking of Crimea and pushing
in his overthrow and naming the
at Odessa. He also wants,
newly elected (this weekend)
what Russia has wanted for
centuries, and that is a land buffer president as our candidate, Petro
between Mother Russia and the more Poroscheno, over Heavy Weight Champ
Vitali Klitschko, who had to settle for
developed west.
Without excusing Putin’s thuggery, Mayor of Kiev. Meanwhile, Russia got
just explaining it, neither he nor any Crimea, the port and the assurance that
Russian leader could tolerate the loss of there would not be a stable government
Ukraine to the west, to the Eurozone or controlling the entire nation out of Kiev,
the European Community. As for offers but a weak and regional federation at
to Ukraine of joining NATO, that was to best.
So far, so good–except of course for
Russia a virtual declaration of war.
Having controlled half of Europe after those already dead, wounded and disposWorld War II, then retreated–first losing sessed. However the chance of a real, if
Easter Germany, then Poland, our over- accidental, war increases every day.
tures to Ukraine were seen as aggressive Russia wants to threaten and bully, calcuand transgressive. Having been invaded lating that they so outgun Ukraine, that
by Napoleon and Hitler, Russia does not their actions (feints, not bluffs) will have
trust in the good will of the west. Russia few repercussions. Ukraine may not
also takes considerable pride in its ability have gotten the memo, and they seem to
to absorb punishment. The siege of be fighting back. Ground forces are one
Leningrad, with its horrendous losses, is thing, but now Ukraine is employing airan icon to them of their strong will. Any power. This Putin may not have foreseen.
light sanctions regime is unlikely to If he responds with Russian air, this
work. Just the opposite, it is more likely could spin out of control into chaos and
to empower Putin and make the average war.
The kindling is very dry, and both
Russian citizen’s pride swell.
Beyond modern history, we forget that sides seem to be carelessly playing with
Russia was born in what we now call matches. This is how the world goes to
Ukraine. The Varangians (mighty war- war.
www.Dobrer.com
riors from Sweden) came down the
Follow me on Twitter: @jondobrer
Varangian Trail and founded Novgorod

Earthquake/Fracking Lawsuits
Please inform my detractor from Brea
(Mid May Fullerton Observer page 2 letter)
that we actually wouldn't be breaking any
new ground here in Fullerton or Brea,
(pun intended), by filing a lawsuit against
the oil and gas industry for causing earthquakes with the fracking process. I see
that an Arkansas couple began filing a
similar lawsuit in 2011...
http://shalewatchblog.com/2014/02/27
/arkansas-families-blame-fracking-operations-for-earthquakes/
You might also be interested to know
that Fanning Elementary school in Brea is
looking for an extra 2 million to fix their

Well
Name

AP
ID#

Mark Powell Fullerton

At Right:
The full
grand piano
donated by
Jane Deming
was lost in the
May 5th
arson at the
Muckenthaler
Cultural
Center.
PHOTO
JERE GREENE

Muckenthaler Piano
Arson Correction

Oil Industry Injection Wells in Fullerton
According to Caltech Seismologist Dr. Lucy
Jones (see article on page 2 this issue) injection
wells cause large earthquakes.
While some wells in Fullerton are being
Acidized by BreitBurn Operating, LP (aka
Pacific Coast Energy L.P.) through a lease from
Chevron (See Mid March 2014 Observer in the
Past Issues section at www.fullertonobserver.com)
other wells in the East Coyote Field oil field in
North Fullerton are being Water Flooded.
Water Flooding (WF) is a process where
water and fluids associated with oil and natural
gas production are injected deep underground
to dispose of contaminated water and/or to
push remaining oil to a production well. In the
latter case 4 to 6 such wells are placed around
each producing well.
“Water Use” is in the measurement of BBL
which equals 42 US gallons. The average 4-person family household uses 146,000 gallons per
year. The total water usage of the 13 wells listed is enough to support over 1,500 four-person
households for a year.
Note: Wells Hualde 42 and 45 and Hole 30 in
the chart at right are very near the
mystery Mountain View Park water leak
ongoing since May 2013.
Note: This is not a complete list of injection wells.

school that was damaged by the earthquake in March 2014 ...
http://www.ocregister.com/articles/scho
ol-612223-brea-district.html
I also saw in the LA Times a couple of
weeks ago about a Texas couple that successfully sued a natural gas company that
was fracking wells near their property
which basically poisoned their children, as
well as their livestock, with toxic emissions related to the fracking process.
http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-nafracking-lawsuit-20140424-story.html

WATER USE IN 2013
BBL
Gallons

Hualde 42

05920939

331,600

13,927,300

Hualde 45

05921496

142,367

5,979,414

Hualde 47

05921499

427,861

17,970,162

Hole 30

05905347

455,488

19,130,496

Hole 85

05921248

562,916

23,642,472

Hole 79

05920971

343,044

14,407,848

Hole 78

05920970

343,780

14,438,760

Hole 61

05905377

240,464

10,099,488

Hole 74

05920891

672,976

28,264,992

Hole 55

05905372

569,593

23,922,906

Hole 46

05905363

465,813

19,564,146

Hole 37

05905354

355,618

14,935,956

“Coyote 2” 24

05904910

308,610

12,961,620

The frontpage story of the Mid-May
issue had an error in the description of
the piano which was destroyed in the
May 5th arson fire at the
Muckenthaler.
The late Jane Deming willed the full
Yamaha Grand Piano along with her
Skyline home to the Muckenthaler
some 15 years ago. Ms. Deming was
the music instructor at Wilshire Jr.
High in the 50s and a philanthropist.
Thanks to Mr. J. Lasley for calling to
set the record straight.
See page 9 for related story

VOTER
RESOURCES

EasyVoterGuide.org – Resources
for new and busy voters in English,
Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, and
Korean.
SmartVoter.org – See everything on
your ballot, find your polling place,
and get unbiased information on all
your voting choices.
CaVotes.org – Read the League of
Women Voters’ Pros & Cons.
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CITY HALL NEWS

SCHOLARSHIPS: Megan Naverette from Disney at far left awarded scholarships to Troy
High student Jasmine Cho (holding a certificate) with her sister at her side, and to Sunny
Hills High student Kishan Patel (holding a certificate) with his father and mother next to
him. Councilmember Fitzgerald and Mayor Chaffee also pictured.
PHOTO

CHI-CHUNG KEUNG CITY OF FULLERTON

CITY COUNCIL NOTES
The City Council meets on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda info and streaming video of council meetings are available at
www.cityoffullerton.com. Meetings are broadcast live on Cable Channel 3 and
rebroadcast at 3pm and 6pm the following Wed. & Sun. and at 5pm Mon. City
Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.Contact Council at
714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

May 20th Council Meeting (next meeting is June 3)
SEX OFFENDER ORDINANCE REVISED ON 4-1 VOTE
Fullerton’s ordinance requiring that
convicted sex offenders stay away from
parks, schools, etc. has been challenged by
the ACLU, as were like ordinances in
other cities.
At the previous council meeting, Barry
Levinson (who lobbied to get Fullerton’s
ordinance in place) was asked to work
with the city attorney to revamp the ordinance to avoid lawsuits but still be
enforceable. Levinson made several suggestions including adding to the legislative intent statement a recommendation
to advocate for enforcement and penalties
in Jessica’s Law.
Oddly, although the city council had
asked him to work on the ordinance,
when Levinson attempted to report his
suggestions at this meeting, Mayor
Chaffee rudely cut him off after 5 minutes
- telling him his time was up. All four of
the other councilmembers said they
would like to hear from Levinson. When
Levinson was later allowed to continue he
pointed out several inconsistencies which
staff said would be fixed.
Public comments on the new ordinance
included several speakers who noted
Chaffee’s lack of respect. One commentor
said the law was already too harsh on peo-

ple who had “paid their debt to the state.
Seems they are being punished for something they already paid for.” Another
commentor countered saying penalties
and enforcement were needed since most
sex offenders keep on re-offending. “If
you harm a child you should suffer. We
are trying to keep them away from kids.”
Attorney Touchstone, who worked with
Levinson on the ordinance, said that the
penalty is in the ordinance - “any violation
is a misdemeanor.” He said that the clarification of the definition of “park,” was
important addition and he agreed with
Levinson’s changes. He said, however, that
sex offenders can not be legislated out of
the city that they have to be allowed to
live somewhere within the city.
Councilmember Jennifer Fitzgerald
noted that pre-schools were not spelled
out as one of the restricted places. She was
joined by Councilmember Jan Flory in
motioning to amend the ordinance to add
pre-schools and Levinson’s corrections
including advocating for penalties.
Councilmember Whitaker was the lone
“no” vote on the revised ordinance which
was passed by the other four members and
will come back in its corrected form at the
next meeting for a second reading.

TRANSPARENT LABOR NEGOTIATIONS
Director of Human Resources Gretchen
Beatty presented some options for changing the city’s labor negotiations from
closed door to transparent. Differences
between a Fullerton ordinance and that of
Costa Mesa’s COIN included changes to
keep the cost down by allowing a staff
member to be the negotiator for smaller
labor groups and use of an auditor only in
larger group negotiations for the final
offer. Also council could opt to summerize negotiations and not give specifics, disclose only accepted offers rather than
including rejected ones, and opt out of the
provision that all councilmembers sign
that they have read the report.
Councilmember Whitaker, who proposed Costa Mesa’s version of transparent
negotiations (COIN) objected saying that
independent negotiators and auditors
must be hired to keep the process at arms
length which was the reason for COIN in
the first place. “The revised version is a
counterfeit COIN,” said Whitaker.

Several public commentors agreed that
the Costa Mesa version was more comprehensive.
Councilmember Fitzgerald said that
“sometimes we negotiate for months and
months. We must have transparency but
it must not hamper the job.”
Councilmember Flory said that having
a fiscal analysis done for offers already off
the table would be a waste of time and
money. She said she would like to see a
summary of changes rather than the entire
agreement reposted each time. “People
can go back to see the original.”
Mayor Chaffee said he would like as
much flexibility as possible. He said he
didn’t care who the negotiator was because
council makes the final decision.
Mayor Protem Sebourn suggested passing COIN as it is and then revising parts
that seem to be a problem later.
Director Beatty will return to council
with versions that incorporate all ideas at
a future meeting.
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Flag Day Ceremony Monday, June 16
The Independent Living Skills Program
from the Wilshire School of Continuing
Education, part of the North Orange
County Community College District
would like to invite the public to their
Annual Flag Day Ceremony.
The
Independent Living Skills Program serves
25 adult students with developmental disabilities. This years’ ceremony will
include the 50 State Flags carried by the
Girl Scouts.
As the United States entered World War
I, President Wilson issued a proclamation

requesting June 14 of each year as
National Flag Day; however, Congress did
not approve it until 1949 when it became
law with President Truman’s signature.
Please join us as we celebrate our
Nation’s Flag on Monday, June 16th at
the Fullerton College Quad, 321 E.
Chapman, Fullerton, 92832.
The ceremony will begin at 10:30am
sharp and the event is free. There will be
free parking on the lower level of the parking structure on Lemon between
Chapman and Berkeley.

POLICE CRITICIZED FOR ARREST

AGENDA FORECAST

FPD sent 6 officers to Pasadena to arrest Anaheim
Jones, a streaming news videographer who filmed himself running away from police when ordered to stop, at
the Jan. 18th protest of the not-guilty verdict in the Kelly
Thomas case that drew 400 demonstrators to downtown
Fullerton. Several public speakers questioned the expense
of sending squad cars and officers that far out of town on
a non-violent misdemeanor case. After being arrested
Mr. Jones was immediately released on his own recognizance without bail. Speakers asked why police seemed to
be targeting alternative media at the event.
CELL TOWER AT RICHMAN PARK
Fullerton resident Diane Hickey opposed the proposed
erection of an AT&T cell tower next to the school in
Richman Park saying the EMF 24/7 radiation would
cause grave health problems to children. She said the
FCC’s 18 year old guidelines are way out of date.

June 3, 6:30pm: Report
on recent arrest; personnel
changes due to new minimum wage laws; M2
Eligibility Renewal; street
reconstruction; sex offender ordinance 2nd reading;
Budget Adoption.
June 17, 6:30pm:
OCWD
presentation;
Banking & Investments;
adopt sex offender ordinance; shared maintenance
with Placentia for Grade
Separation;
Water
Shortage Plan Phase I;
Insurance Renewal.

Lou Correa Joins Senators Voting Against
Fracking Moratorium Bill
Although most Californians (of all
political parties) want a moratorium on
fracking all Republican senators and some
Democratic senators voted against SB
1132 - the bill that would have halted
fracking in the state - on May 29.
Local representative Lou Correa was
one of those senators. Other democrats
voting against the bill included Cathleen
Galgiani, Ed Hernandez, and Norma
Torres. Democratic Senators Marty
Block, Ben Hueso, Ricardo Lara, Richard
Roth, and Jerry Hill did not bother to

vote. The oil industry spent $15 million
on lobbying during the 2013-2014 legislative session buying influence in
Sacramento. Sixteen Democrats voted for
Senator Holly Mitchell's and Mark Leno's
bill, (six signed on as co-authors including
Ellen Corbett, Mark DeSaulnier, Loni
Hancock, Hannah-Beth Jackson, Ted
Lieu and Lois Wolk. Senators Jim Beall,
Kevin de León, Noreen Evans, Carol Liu,
William Monning, Alex Padilla, Fran
Pavley and Darrell Steinberg) voted for
the bill.
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Maple School Career Day
Maple School Career Day was held on May 7. The
Maple Alumni Committee in partnership with Principal
Susan Mercado and the Maple School Student Council
invited former Maple students back to share their life stories and career paths to the 5th & 6th graders.
Pictured at left are: Maple Alumni Committee Vice
Chair Bobby Melendez; Maple School Principal Susan
Mercado; Student Council Vice President Mia Camarena
and President Jorge Rodriquez; Student Council Secretary
Humberto Cuevas, and Treasurer Christian Ramirez. In
the back row: Irene Shaw Broden, retired City of
Fullerton Executive Secretary; Joey Hernandez, retired
County of Orange Operations Manager; Phyllis "Duran"
Estrella, owner of El Pachuco Zuit Suits; and Marshall
Daza, business owner & Vice President of Newport Office
Equipment.

Richman School STEAM

Richman STEAM students made a presentation to the board.

Richman's STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Art, Math) initiative was launched
with the Department of Defense STARBASE
Program for 5th grade students last fall. Student
activities during the 5 days of field trips to the
Los Alamitos Military Base included building
and launching rockets; meeting and listening to
former Disneyland Imagineer, Bob Gurr,
explain how he engineered the Matterhorn
Mountain; learning computer coding basics and
building and programming robots.
Fifth grade twins, LJ and Kesare Estrada presented facts about the program at the FSD
board meeting. “Did you know that over 80
percent of all jobs in the coming decade will
require a background in STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Math)? Did you
know that students in the US rank 25th in math
and 17th in science skills among peers in other

SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES
by Jan Youngman

Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm on
2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month at district headquarters,
1401 W. Valencia Dr., Fullerton, 92833.
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call 714-447-7400

May 13 Board Meeting (Next meetings are June 10 & 24)
•Student Art Gallery: Ms. Lauralyn
Eschner announced that the Arts for All
the Kids Foundation is developing a
Student Art Gallery at Ladera Vista.
•Maintenance Crew Honored: The
board recognized the work that Mr. Neil
Ferone and his maintenance crew performed at the schools after the recent
earthquake. Through their hard work
throughout the weekend, all district
schools and offices were ready the following Monday for school.
•DELAC (English language parent
group): Ms Gomez said the group recently met and discussed Pacific Drive’s partnership with Hope University and the
many volunteer opportunities.
•FETA Teacher’s Association: Ms.
Turner described the new state budget
changes as the biggest change in 40 years
which will hopefully allow librarians,
teachers and nurses be added to schools.
•Free Summer Programs: Free summer
programs sponsored by NOCCCD and
Fullerton College at the three district jun-

ior high schools was approved 5-0
•Apple Sole Source Vendor: The board
named Apple as a sole source vendor to
FSD on a 5-0 vote. This does not prevent
the district from buying computers
and/or software etc. from other companies. It permits FSD to obtain desired
computers, programs and software in a
timely manner, without having to put
wanted purchases up for bid and requiring
them to take the lowest bidder.
Public Comments:
•The parents and grandmother of an
Acacia School Special Needs student
made complaints to the board about the
lack of communication they had received
from the school and the superintendent’s
office. They were very unhappy with the
school’s lack of coordination for their son’s
special needs which had prevented him
from attending school.
•Mr. Imbriano continued to express his
concerns about microwave emissions of
laptops and described it as a “wireless radiation attack on human fertility.”

industrialized countries? Did you also know
that women and minority groups are underrepresented in STEM related college courses and
careers? Well Richman School is doing something about it!” boomed LJ Estrada.
Sixth grader Josephine Huynh went on to
explain, “So why “STEAM” and not just
“STEM”? Well, arts education is a key to creativity, and creativity leads to innovation. We
need to emphasize all of these disciplines in
order for our nation to be able to compete globally.”
Jack Cooper stated, “Our teachers are learners
too and have been participating in the Fullerton
School District STEM Certificate Training and
bringing back ideas and projects that we can do
to make learning deeper, more engaging, relevant and fun! We also have an afterschool
STEAM Club, where 60 students rotate
through robotics, solar car design, and short
movie screenwriting and creating.”

•LOCAL CONTROL & ACCOUNTABILITY:
A 22-member committee has been
formed to develop a plan. Next steps
include: June 10 Public Hearing on the 3
year budget; June 24- Approval of the
budget based on the LCAP goals, actions,
services; July 1- Due date of the approved
LCFF budget plan & LCAP to OC
Department of Education
FREE JUNIOR HIGH
SUMMER PROGRAMS:
Ladera Vista, Nicolas and Parks Jr. High
Schools will be hosting a special summer
program sponsored through a North
Orange County Community College
District SB70 Community Collaboration
Grant and Fullerton College. The 5-day
Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics
Summer Experience
Program will include a STEM fieldtrip to
Fullerton College where students will tour
the campus with a focus on the robotics
and chemistry labs. Each school will have
at least 3 of their teachers trained in
STEM by Fullerton College and be will
be supervised by an FC Special Programs
Director.
While Fullerton College will be using

the schools’ facilities, the College’s Office
of Special Programs will be responsible for
the program. Fullerton College will be
paying the teachers and the on-site
Supervisor as well as, providing field trip
transportation. This free program is
opened to all students attending the
school with a maximum of 100 students.
All supplies are provided.
•Ladera Vista: (STEAM) June 2 -6 &
June 9-13; 9am-12pm
•Nicolas: June 9-13: 8:15am-12:15
lunch provided.
•Parks: June 25-27 & July 1-3 8a.m.12 p.m.
SUMMER FREE LUNCH PROGRAM:
This federally sponsored program is
opened to all children through age 18.
There will be no eligibility requirements.
Meals will be available on a first
come/first served basis, 11:30am to
12pm.
•Monday - Friday: June 9 thru July 3.
(No service July 4) at Pacific Drive and
Nicolas
•Monday -Thursday: June 9 thru July 3
at Maple, Orangethorpe, Richman,
Valencia Park
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Below:
Students line up for lunch at a
food truck. Recently the trucks
have set up business around
Fullerton High School.
A debate is going on about
whether it is fair to allow
food trucks to park next to
brick and mortar
downtown businesses.

A lot of earth-moving going on for the new
development planned for W. Santa Fe.

THE REAL DOWNTOWN DIRT
Not sure when the last time was that we saw heavy equipment in our downtown, moving and creating mountains of
dirt. Maybe it was when the lot near Chapman and Harbor
was being graded for the City Pointe Apartments. At that
time the big earthmovers were shut down and work ground
to a halt when bones were unearthed. Maybe this had to do
with the infamous ‘Villa Ghost’, or maybe the remains of a
sabre tooth tiger were found! No such luck, they turned out
to be dog bones, and it looks like all clean dirt on W. Santa
Fe as you can see. I am surprised I have not seen groups of
kids hanging around. The computer age has apparently
taken another victim. Dirt is just not as fun as it used to be.

WHAT IS SUCCESS AND WHAT IS FAIR?
The best way to create a vibrant business climate
downtown is for well run businesses to set up shop here,
operate to the highest standards, and do well enough to
grow every year. If a new business creates the demand
for goods or services or if it satisfies an existing need
that is exactly what happens and everyone benefits, so
we can agree- that would be a success story.

ID THE PHOTO
What and where is it?
Send your answer to Mike at
AllMedia@sbcglobal.net

Answer to
Mid May ID the Photo
shown below.
The metal structure that normally holds up
the FOX fluorescent lit sign on top of the
theater at corner of Harbor and Chapman.
Never fear the classic sign is being restored!

Owners Rosalie & Mike Olson (at far right) and their daughter, Amber Olson-Pape
above left, with the Fullerton Ace Hardware crew Bob Jackson, Kayt Volivitch, Rita
Johnson, and Daniel Maltby. Check out their neat website at www.fullertonace.com

OPEN DOOR POLICY
If you grew up in Fullerton you
may have a childhood memory of
how some downtown sidewalks
seemed to come alive on a sunny
day. Years ago some companies finished off sidewalks with powdered
silicon carbide and for a young kid,
that was one of life’s mysteries.
From 1950 until about 20 years
ago, one could walk a nostalgic
stretch of sparkly sidewalk on
Commonwealth Avenue and enter
the south side of our local hardware
store, but for a number of reasons
those doors were suddenly locked.
That all changed last Friday at

10am as the doors were once again
open in order to provide increased
access to all who want to enter
Fullerton Ace Hardware from the
sidewalk or from street parking.
Owner Mike Olson and crew
were joined at the ribbon cutting by
officials including Mayor Doug
Chaffee, family members, employees and well wishers. We are fortunate to still have a local hardware
store and next time you are walking
along Commonwealth stop in and
you will once again discover the
many reasons sidewalks of Fullerton
still shine.

Ice Cream trucks and catering trucks have been
around forever, and they have evolved. One of my
first teenage jobs was driving an ice cream truck and I
actually made good money because I had a good route
and worked long hours. For remote areas like construction sites, catering trucks are a welcome sight,
and gourmet trucks do very well at special events, but
can they actually prevent the success of other businesses?
A variety of trucks have set up shop from time to
time in our downtown. Vending trucks were at one
time prohibited from operating in the evening downtown due to concerns that “Mobile food vending
vehicles create the potential for safety hazards such as
blocking sight lines at intersections and crosswalks,
encouraging pedestrians to cross streets mid-block to
reach a vending vehicle” and other issues. They were
also prohibited from operating within 300 feet on
another food vehicle and from operating at the same
location in excess of one and one-half hours.
Recently a number of food trucks have moved in
near Fullerton High School and they seem to be
doing a great business during lunch breaks. Do we
care? Is this simply fair free commerce? Are they providing a service that others do not already provide?
Are our ‘brick and mortar’ businesses suddenly at a
disadvantage or not?
Roland Foss has seen his Mission Market sales drop
$150 per day since the trucks arrived. Roland states:
“The businesses in the immediate area are dependent
on predictable flows on student traffic. These trucks
are subject to significantly lower overhead. Fullerton
needs to decide if they prefer stores like Mission
Market that serve the whole community, or food
trucks that serve one segment just a few hours every
day.”
These daytime food vendors do not constitute a
public nuisance as described in the Fullerton
Municipal Code, but the question remains, do we
protect our downtown business owners from unfair
competition or do we simply let this play out? They
are currently in compliance with updated regulations
but options are being reviewed and the City of
Fullerton is in communication with business owners.
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by Valerie Brickey
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Bagel Bistro Changes Hands

On May 26th Linda Chhan and
Michael Yip, the couple who have owned
and operated The Bagel Bistro since
February of 1997 handed over the keys to

by Arlene Hoffman

the shop. Many thanks to them both for
17 years of delicious, generous and friendly service - Michael the bagel baker and
Linda running the counter.
Located in the
Morningside
Shopping Center at
and
Brea
Bastanchury, this local
business will now be
run by Anita Lim, a
lifelong Fullertonian
and Sunny Hills High
and
Cal
State
Fullerton graduate
and her husband
Michael.
Let's continue to
support this neighborhood institution.
At Left:
Linda Chhan (and her
husband Michael Yip)
officially turned over
the keys to new Bagel
Bistro owner Anita
Lim (and her husband
Michael).

ACROSS
1. Pungent
6. _____ Rica
11. Proof conclusion, initially
14. Sierra ___
15. Construction site sight
16. Dubai is pt. of it
17. Hard work
19. "The Heart ___ Lonely Hunter"
20. A governor can grant it
21. Less common
23. Angels on the scoreboard
24. Making a rustling noise
26. Blue in ceramics
30. Appraises
31. Buffett's hometown
32. Indian coin
33. Driver's lic. and others
36. Sunscreen ingredient

DOWN
1. A Baldwin
2. Building block of life
3. Choir attire
4. French Apple name?
5. Oldest neon sign in our town
6. About
7. Heed
8. Red ___
9. Prof.'s helpers
10. Our town's founding brothers,
George and Edward _______
11. Our Assemblywoman for the
65th District, Sharon __________
12. Artist's stand
13. "Yes, _____"
18. Pest
22. "Wheel of Fortune" buy
24. Superman sends these to the cleaners
25. Regretted
26. Club of song
27. Muscat is its capital
28. Born between 1946 and 1965
29. "Eureka!"
30. An early union
32. Zoo heavyweight

37. _____ away from
38. "Got Milk?" won one
39. "___ questions?"
40. Springs
41. Judge's mallet
42. Not in first
44. Give
45. Rookie Angel?
47. Tease
48. Remote
49. Declared formally
54. A Kardashian
55. Our town!
58. Printemps follower
59. Novelist Zola
60. Hooded snake
61. James Van ___ Beek
62. Fencing swords
63. With pocus
34. Losing proposition?
35. Dover ____
37. Gardener's purchase
38. Fire
40. Current mayor, Doug _______
41. Split, in slang
43. Latin interjection
44. Christian name
45. Exposed
46. Best of the best
47. Leg joints
49. Model Macpherson
50. Opposite of yesss
51. "Mad Money" is on it
52. Beige
53. Data as a service, abbr.
56. Referee
57. Fib

About the Puzzle Master
This puzzle is made by Fullerton resident
Valerie Brickey who will continue to provide
this fun feature for the Observer!
See answers to this puzzle on page 19.

PHOTO
ARLENE

HOFFMAN

WHAT ARE YOU READING?
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Blackwood Farm by Anne Rice
A BOOK REVIEW BY KATHLEEN FAHER

As the ninth installment in “The
Vampire Chronicles,” Blackwood Farm
provides a different, refreshing view of
Anne Rice’s American gothic series.
Ever since Tarquin Blackwood was
born, a spirit named Goblin shadows him.
Goblin has always been his dearest friend
and companion, but as Quinn has
matured, their relationship has become
strained. Quinn has recently
been transformed into a vampire against his will. Goblin is
changed as well and he too
develops a taste for blood.
Quinn seeks out Lestat, a legendary vampire who he believes
has the power to stop Goblin.
Lestat is the main character in
most of the previous books, but
in this one, he is merely the listener through which Quinn
tells his story.
Quinn was raised on
Blackwood Farm, a giant
manor house in the countryside
of New Orleans. The picturesque descriptions throughout the book
are fantastic. Quinn has always been able
to see and communicate with ghosts. His
childhood is filled with strangers and family members alike not believing him.
Quinn is extremely intelligent thanks to
his tutors, but is socially isolated. He is
the only child in a family mostly comprised of elderly adults and is introduced
to death at an early age when several of his
loved ones pass away.
In his teenage years, Quinn becomes
haunted and receives visions from the
ghost of Rebecca, the late mistress of one
of his ancestors, Manfred Blackwood. She
has vowed revenge for her murder over a
hundred years ago. One of the family’s
mysteries is that Manfred built a house in
the middle of the Sugar Devil Swamp near
Blackwood Farm. Rebecca’s ghost persuades Quinn to embark on a quest to
find it and set her spirit free. But Quinn
becomes a pawn in a far more dangerous
game when he discovers someone is living
in the house and tries to goad the mysterious being out of hiding.
Quinn is an interesting character, but
not as memorable and riveting as Lestat or
Louis, two of the protagonists in other
books from The Vampire Chronicles. The
ghost story is fantastic and creepy, but
Rice goes on a tangent when Quinn finds
romance. He has affairs with different
people, but in a chance meeting with
Mona Mayfair, he declares it to be true
love. She is a powerful witch from an
ancient bloodline, and suffers from a
incurable illness. Mona is not a character
that is easy to sympathize with and she
doesn't always make smart decisions with

her life. Rice idealizes her through
Quinn’s point of view.
For much of the time, the plot strays
from the mystery surrounding Manfred
Blackwood, Rebecca, and the Sugar Devil
Swamp to meeting some of the witches in
the Mayfair family, who are the focus of
another Rice series. I did not like the
extended cameos of those characters during that section of the
story.
Though the beginning
of the novel is rather
slow, it picks up after the
first several chapters
when Quinn begins to
tell Lestat the story of his
life and the start of his
transformation
after
becoming a vampire.
Lestat feels colder and
less charismatic in the
third person and I still
prefer his narration style
over all the others that
Rice has presented in this
series.
“Blackwood Farm” is a memorable,
chilling ghost story with interesting characters and a beautiful, gothic setting. It is
definitely worth a read, and the ending is
sure to surprise. Unlike the previous book
in this series, Blood and Gold (which was
the backstory of one character), you need
to have read most of the preceding books
for Blackwood Farm to make sense. Blood
and Gold promised Rice’s comeback when
it came to the quality of this series, and
Blackwood Farm confirmed it.
“The Vampire Chronicles” is comprised
of ten books, the eleventh, Prince Lestat, is
coming out on October 28, 2014, over a
decade since the previous one was written.
Rice had moved on to writing other series:
New Tales of the Vampires, The Lives of the
Mayfair Witches, Christ the Lord, Songs of
the Seraphim, The Wolf Gift Chronicles,
Sleeping Beauty; seven stand-alone novels;
an autobiography; and one short story.
In 1994, the first book in “The Vampire
Chronicles,” Interview with the Vampire,
was excellently adapted into a movie starring Brad Pitt and Tom Cruise. Another
adaptation was made in 2002, Queen of
the Damned, which combined the next
two consecutive books into one movie
starring Stuart Townsend and Aaliyah. It
lost its message by trying to compress
such a large amount of source material as
quickly as possible.

FEEL THE SPIRIT AT ANGELO’S & VINCI’S

Book Your Special
Occasion Now!
Ask About the Season Special!

Observer Book Review
columnist Kathleen Faher is a
Troy High senior and a writer
planning a career in publishing.
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A GREAT ARIDNESS: Climate Change
and the Future of the American West

by William deBuys

A BOOK REVIEW BY FRAN MATHEWS
“You might say that the West, …., is
somewhere in the flat water above the
rapids of global change. Not that we
haven’t already felt some of the early
effects of an altered climate, but the big
excitement lies ahead.” Thus William
deBuys, in “A Great Aridness,“ compares
a raft trip down the Colorado River to
our current experiment with climate
change. As deBuys says, we have never
floated on this river so we do not know
how best to approach the coming rapids.
Enough good science exists to tell us
where some of the shoals and boulders
lie. The Southwest will become hotter
and dryer, even if rainfall stays the same.
More precipitation will fall as rain, less as
snow, meaning another dry month in
the summer. Other hazards lie downstream in the form of fires and floods; we
do not know where, only to be prepared
for them.
But deBuys’ book, “A Great Aridness,”
is not simply about climate change.
Rather it is a story about water and the
people affected by it, or its lack. His
story encompasses the entire Southwest
from early native peoples on to today.
His writing style is captivating and lyrical, and shows clearly his great love for
the American West.
DeBuys begins with a 1919 story of a
murder and theft at Cedar Springs, an
isolated trading post in Navajo country.
A day later, in spite of multitudes of
onlookers milling around, wandering
dogs and horses, and thieves who had
tried to erase their footprints, experienced trackers teased out enough clues
to track the thieves over 80 miles. This
is similar to climatologists hunting
through a sea of data to ferret out the
patterns amid a mountain of noise.
Sometimes the clues are huge, as in the
melting Arctic, with birds nesting two
weeks earlier, lakes and wetlands draining as the permafrost beneath them
melts, drowning polar bears that cannot
swim to now far distant ice. After the
Arctic, the area with the biggest change
will be the Southwest, and it seems to be
happening even faster than predicted.
Already temperatures have risen 1.7
degree F, including the headwaters of the

Colorado River. This has meant less
snow, more rain, and less runoff to feed
the now diminished reservoirs of Lake
Mead and Lake Powell.
States from Colorado to California
depend on the Colorado River. An army
of lawyers defends each state’s share, and
each share of each share; the cities of
Phoenix and Tucson could not exist
without the canal that brings Colorado
River water. The story of the river, the
cities, the miles of canals, California’s
efforts to confront its water problem,
and the remarkable people involved are a
fascinating chapter in this remarkable
book.
deBuys explores the ruins of Chaco
Canyon, the empty cliff dwellings of
Mesa Verde, and rubble scattered far and
wide. What happened to these ancient
people? Did they over-use, and thus
destroy, their environment, or was it one
of the many long droughts that occurred
periodically? Or were they driven off?
When ranchers moved west with their
animals, overgrazing changed vast grasslands to scrub. Can the changes be
reversed? Should they? And how? Janos,
a region of northern Mexico across the
border and similar to New Mexico until
recently was spared this invasion of
sheep, goats, and cattle. Its history is
thus more accessible and duBuys traces it
thoroughly.
Other aspects of the West are explored
through experiences and understanding
of some of the people most involved.
Illegal immigration and the many deaths
in the desert, worsening wildfires in
many regions, and even mountaintop
telescopes in sensitive places are imaginatively and sensitively described.
With populations growing and water
supplies shrinking, eventually we will get
to a day of reckoning. Climate change
will bring it sooner. How can we adapt
so as to maintain our ability to live with
a modicum of grace? We need to think
about it before the crisis arrives.
Dr. Frances Mathews is CSUF
professor emeritus of Chemistry and
a longtime Science columnist for
the Fullerton Observer

TEENWORLD by Amanda Lara
Ideas to Make the Summer Last
Summer is here - by this point, many
of my peers and I have trashed and/or
burned our schoolwork with the utmost
satisfaction. I myself have one more year
of high school, but for ten weeks I can
pretend that I'm free from the clutches
of public education.
But ten weeks of Netflix and trips to
the gym sounds slightly tedious.
Although I adore both, variety is the key
to avoid summer boredom, and if it were
up to me, I'd be in Hollywood every day
and England on the weekends.
Unfortunately, nothing is up to me, so I
have to make do. Here are some ideas for
simple summer fun:
1) Have a beach day with your
friends. This may sound pretty ordinary,
but if everyone pitches in a bag of chips
and some soda, you could all pile in a
van and drive to whatever beach you
want. Make it an all-nighter; if they have
bonfire pits, use them to toast marshmallows!
2) Start or join a book club. A lot of
books are available at the library, and it
would be a chunk of social time while
getting your summer reading done. Also

check out other events at the library at
fullertonlibrary.org
3) Go to the movies. A whole bunch
of movies coming out soon - like The
Fault in Our Stars or Love, Rosie - have
literary origins. Read before you watch!
4) Create a website! I know, I shouldn't be advocating even more time on the
computer, but think about it: it's all up
to you! Whether you bake and want to
put up recipes, or it could be a fan page
for Game of Thrones, the project is entirely up to you. Have fun with it!
5) Attend local events. Check out
Fullerton's Free Summer Concert Series,
6:30pm-8:30pm, every Wed. from July
9th to August 6th at the Fullerton Sports
Complex, 560 E. Silver Pine (off
Bastanchury. Go to the Downtown
Thurs. Market on Wilshire to hear live
bands and have dinner from the vendors.
Go on the First Friday Downtown
Artwalk. Take a walk through the
Fullerton Arboretum, 1900 Associated
Road. Go to the Summer Solstice
Festival on June 22 at the Muckenthaler,
themuck.org. Take a look at pages 12 to
15 in this issue for more events.
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Time to Eliminate Micro-beads is Now
by Sarah S. Mosko, Ph.D. www.boogiegreen.com
The beauty industry hits hard on the sea creatures has become a potential threat
importance of frequent exfoliation to keep to the ocean food chain, and scientists have
skin looking younger and healthy. Spherical already documented the ingestion of plasplastic micro-bead scrubbers, no larger than tics by many fish species as well as marine
a half millimeter, have been introduced into creatures as small as barnacles and as large
hundreds of skin care products in recent as whales. For microplastics, this threat is
decades, but scientists are discovering that magnified by their small volume which
the ocean food web, and maybe human means greater relative surface area to which
pollutants can adhere.
health, could be imperiled as a result.
Recent research suggests that microAs babies, skin cells are replaced every
two weeks, but by age 50 the turnover rate beads are among the very worst offenders
has slowed to six weeks or longer, fostering expressly because they are made of PE or
wrinkles and other unwelcome signs of PP. A research team led by Chelsea
aging. Products containing plastic micro- Rochman at U.C. Davis deployed various
beads profess to speed up cell rejuvenation, types of mass-produced plastics into San
and their popularity signals that consumers Diego Bay for up to a year and found that,
have bought into the promise of exfoliating compared to other polymers, PE and PP
your way to a more youthful look. Whether soaked up higher concentrations of measor not such products deliver on this prom- ured pollutants: PCBs and polycyclic aroise, scientists have discovered that these matic hydrocarbons (PAHs). In a particuinnocent-looking plastic micro-beads are larly disturbing follow-up study published
insidious little transporters of chemical pol- in Scientific Reports last November,
lutants into lakes, streams and oceans and Rochman and colleagues observed liver toxicity in fish attributable to
maybe onto our dinner plates.
pollutants picked up from
Micro-beads are usually made
Micro-beads,
San Diego Bay when, for
of polyethylene (PE) or
commonly added
two months, the fish diet
polypropylene (PP), and like
to beauty products,
contained ground up PE
other plastics, they’re thought
attract pollutants
previously deployed in the
to persist in the environment
bay. Such findings notch
for a hundred years or more.
up to a
up the concern that
They’re added to facial scrubs,
million times their
human health could also
body washes, soap bars, toothconcentration and
be impacted by plastics
pastes and even sunscreens and
may come back
accumulating in the ocean
designed to be washed down
food web.
the drain. However, microto haunt us via
According to Plastics
beads commonly escape waste
our drinking water
Europe, an industry assotreatment plants and pollute
and dinner plates.
ciation, global plastics probodies of water, because the
duction reached 288 milplants aren’t designed to elimilion metric tons in 2012
nate them or because wastewater is diverted directly to local waterways and is projected to continue its rise. Oceans
cover 71 percent of the earth’s surface
in heavier rains.
“Microplastics” are defined as plastic (roughly 140 million square miles) with an
debris smaller than five millimeters and average depth of over 2.6 miles. The United
include both manufactured micro-beads Nations Environment Program estimates
and the breakdown products of larger plas- that there are already 46,000 pieces of plastic waste which fragments into progressive- tic per square mile of ocean, distributed on
ly smaller bits during exposure to sunlight the surface and seafloor and throughout the
water column. The plastic burden of the
and other environmental forces.
The Santa Monica-based non-profit 5 Pacific Ocean alone is thought to total 18
Gyres Institute is studying the impact of million tons. Given the ocean’s vastness,
micro-beads and other microplastics on there’s no practical or impractical means to
aquatic environments and found that a sin- remove the existing plastic pollution.
The only rational solution is to stem the
gle tube of facial cleanser can contain over
inflow of further plastic pollution. For
300,000 micro-beads.
And, in a study published last year in micro-beads, the means of accomplishing
Marine Pollution Bulletin, 5 Gyres reported this is straightforward. Industry must elimthat the surface waters of the Great Lakes inate plastic micro-beads from all products
averaged 43,000 microplastic particles per and replace them with biodegradable altersquare kilometer: Many were tiny spheres natives, like apricot pits, cocoa beans, walmatching those in personal care products. nut shells, dried coconut or salt.
5 Gyres is spearheading a global Beat the
Micro-bead density was as high as 600,000
per square kilometer in one sample. Lead Micro-Bead campaign to both urge conauthor Marcus Erickson has also informal- sumers to read product labels and pressure
ly sampled the Los Angeles River and found retailers and manufacturers to eliminate
an abundance of plastic micro-beads there plastic micro-beads. So far, the list of cortoo. These startling findings add to a grow- porations that have promised to reformuing body of evidence that microplastics are late their products without plastic
building up in all bays, gulfs and seas micro-beads includes Johnson and
Johnson, Unilever, The Body Shop,
worldwide.
Plastic debris of any size represents a dual L’Oreal, Colgate-Palmolive, Beiersdorf,
chemical threat to aquatic environments, and Proctor & Gamble. None has yet
both from noxious chemicals manufactured delivered.
A handful of states might not wait for
into them (like bisphenol-A and phthalates) and because plastics are lipophilic, industry to act. Bills banning micromeaning oily pollutants found in water beads have been introduced in Illinois,
environments are attracted and adhere to Minnesota, New York and Ohio. In
their surface. As early as 2001, for example, California, similar legislation prohibitscientists discovered that virgin pellets of ing the sale of “microplastics” in personPP exposed to coastal Japanese seawaters al care products by 2019 passed the State
adsorbed toxic chemicals, like polychlori- Assembly on May 23 (AB1699).
Plastic micro-beads are used for maybe
nated biphenyls (PBCs) and a breakdown
product of the banned pesticide DDT, up a minute before they’re mindlessly
to a million times their concentration in washed down the drain, exemplifying a
the surrounding water. Other risky chemi- consumer society paying little attention
cals, including flame retardants, have since to the makeup or fate of its waste. The
been added to the list of pollutants associ- fact that micro-beads might come back
to haunt us via our dinner plates is food
ated with marine plastics.
Consequently, plastic debris ingested by for thought.

Mom and
daughter
Abby and
Shawna
Adam
holding the
credentials
for their
adventurous
500 mile
trek.
They plan to
update
Observer
readers along
the way.

Mother & Daughter TREK Begins
by Shawna Adam

"What the Heck Are We Doing?"
That was the thought that raced
through my mind in March, just as my
credit card order booking our nonrefundable flight to Madrid, Spain,
went through.
People procrastinate when it comes to
actually doing things that they have
thought about. A lot of excuses are
given like, "some day: when I retire,
when I have more money, when I have
time, when I'm healthy, when I have
lost weight, when the kids are grown
up..." But, as I have learned from others, that “someday” just might not ever
occur.
Last year in Spring, after having surgery, I was waiting to hear if I had ovarian cancer. Happily I did not. Months
later, our family waited to hear the
results of our 19-year-old daughter's
biopsy to see if she had breast cancer.
Thank heaven, the test came back negative.
We decided then and there that we
needed to celebrate and to live life and
not put fun adventures we dreamed of,
off to another day.
So, that is what we are doing. At a
friend's suggestion, we decided on the
spur of the moment to undertake the
500 mile Camino de Santiago pilgrimage, aka "The Way of St. James." I had
heard about this from reading a
National Geographic article many years
ago.
I didn't fully realize just what we were
getting ourselves in for but, within a
week's time, we had applied for our
passports, signed up for our official pilgrim credentials, and booked our flights

to Spain. It was after doing all of these
things, that I started to investigate the
pilgrimage in depth, and to tell my husband what Abby (our daughter) and I
were planning for the summer.
This will be an adventure - no doubt
about that as we don't speak Spanish,
we don't understand the metric system,
we don't know the Euro currency and I
am overweight. Did I mention that we
are walking, by ourselves, with a backpack containing 14 pounds of stuff, for
50 days in all types of weather and conditions? What can possibly go wrong?
We will start out in the small village
of St. Jean Pied de Port, in France.
There we will climb up the Great
Pyrenees mountains (elevation above
cloud level) following along the
Napoleon path and descend into Spain
to continue to Santiago to obtain our
Compostela (certificate of completion)
and if time permits, continue on walking for another four days to the coastal
town of Finisterre.
Since March, we have been training.
We have been walking the Fullerton
Loop wearing our backpacks, breaking
in our shoes and getting our bodies
adjusted to carrying weight. We have
joined a forum which consists of over
4,000 members, all of whom have or are
in the process of planning their pilgrimage.
Life only occurs once and right now,
for my daughter and myself, we are
going to take the opportunity to give
thanks and rejoice in doing so.
We invite you to follow along with us
via our blog www.mormonpilgrim.com
If you would like to support our
endeavor, please contribute via
www.gofundme.com/8hte10
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Over 2,000
Participate in
Love Fullerton
Day of Service
Over 2,000 community members participated in Love Fullerton a community-wide
day of service held on Sat., May 17th. Main
organizer of the event was EV Free pastor Jay
Williams who got his own congregation
involved and also made presentations inviting
the Fullerton Ministerial Association and its
31 religious organizations; and the Fullerton
Collaborative and its extensive membership,
including school districts, local businesses, and
civic organizations. The City of Fullerton
police, fire and maintenance departments also
participated. It was a great day as teams of residents worked on numerous projects ranging
from sprucing up homes of the elderly,
schools, parks and trails, to helping serve in
various capacities. Heroes donated a meal at
the end of the day to all participants.

The volunteer crew who worked together to spruce up Commonwealth School rest at the end of the project. PHOTO BY TIM WORDEN
At Left:
Volunteers work the
enormous mulch pile
while others including
Adrian Banales
spruced up the gardens
at Commonwealth
School.
At Right:
Volunteers with
project leader Curtis
Goodman (at far
right) rest after a day
of painting
Commonwealth
Elementary.
PHOTOS BY

TIM WORDEN

Some of the Special Olympic athletes pose with Fullerton police officers at the Tip-a-Cop
fundraiser held at Heroes on W. Santa Fe. PHOTO JERE GREENE

Police Raise $3,100 for Special Olympics
Fullerton Police officers served as waiters on Thurs., May 15 at the annual TipA-Cop event at Heroes Bar & Grill, The
2014 Special Olympics of Orange County
Summer Games Invitational takes place at
the University of Southern California
from June 6-8.

With 1,300 athletes from 13 countries
competing in six sports, the Summer
Games Invitational will enhance the international excitement for LA2015.
Volunteer to coach, help with a fundraiser
or provide office support by contacting us
at 714.564.8374 Ext. 103.
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High School Board Meeting Highlights
by Vivien Moreno
Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
meets at 7:30pm on the 2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month
at district headquarters,
1051 W. Bastanchury Rd., Fullerton 92833.
714-870-2800. See the agenda at www.fjuhsd.net

May 19 Board Meeting (Next meeting is June 10 Special Session)

Andrew Marks, an expert in piano repair and tuning spruces up the donated piano
just before the Thursday, May 29 Muckenthaler Jazz Festival opening.

Muckenthaler Receives Piano
Donation Just in Time
photo & story Jere Greene
The Muckenthaler Jazz Festival began
Thurs., May 29th. The piano used in the
series was burnt to a crisp in the May 5th
arson (see Mid May Observer frontpage
story). That piano, a donation by the late
Jane Deming, was a terrible loss. But, happily a couple of heroes saved the day.
A vintage 1909 Wm. Knabe & Co. concert quality baby grand piano was donated by Muckenthaler member Mary
Reinhart along with $1,000 to help tune
it up and make needed repairs. Then,
Andrew Marks, an expert in piano repair
and tuning, went to work and succeeded
in making the repairs just in time for the
evening jazz performance.
Above he is seen on the outdoor stage

on the afternoon before the performance,
working on the keyboard. (Until this
photo was taken he had the piano shrouded
and protected with umbrellas.) With the
keyboard removed, it was possible to see
the vintage cast iron structure that holds
the strings, each of which is under over
20,000 pounds of tension. Marks refaced
each of the 1909-era hammers.
The devastating arson caused an estimated $40,000 in damages. While insurance will take care of some of the costs to
rebuild what was lost it will not cover
everything. The community has responded with $4,000 in donations so far. If you
would like to help out please contact
Janette Pyun at janette@themuck.org.
The Muckenthaler is located at 1201
W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton.

Besides honoring the Classified
Personnel of the Year and Academic and
Athletic scholarship award winning seniors at the May 19th Board meeting, the
Trustees received a Local Control
Accountability Plan (LCAP) presentation
from Education Services Director, Steve
Zamora.
The LCAP is the transparency piece to
the new funding formula jigsaw puzzle
that allocates state education money to all
California school districts. The old funding program was 35 years old and was dictated from Sacramento down to the districts. The Local Control Funding
Formula was voted into place last year and
schools now receive state education
money based on student’s attendance (just
like before) and supplemental funds to
help 3 special populations: English learners (EL), free and reduced lunch population, and foster youth.
Although every California school district received additional money this year,
within 5 years of this current funding formula, the FJUHSD will actually receive
less money than if the old formula was
still in place. As a new program, changes
are being made every year, so the superintendent and board members have traveled
to Sacramento and met with local political
leaders making it clear that additional
funding needs to be considered.
The first year LCAP must be submitted
to the OC Department of Education by
July 1st. The plan addresses 8 state goals
and honors the 7 priorities that parents,
teachers, students and other stakeholders
submitted to the district. The district’s
budget must align with funding this educational plan.
On June 10th at 3pm a special board
session will be held where people can ask
questions and give input about the plan.
The LCAP draft plan is up on the district
website. Below are the priorities and how
the district is addressing them, including a
possible General Obligation Bond. If
more of the deferred maintenance costs
can be covered by the Bond, then additional money can be used on the parent
and district priorities.
•Goal 1: Basic services equal qualified
teachers, suitable textbooks, and adequate
facilities: Presently 90% of the district’s
teachers are considered highly qualified in
the area they teach. The goal is to raise
this to 92% next year.
•Goal 2: Integration of State
Standards is where the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS) implementation
happens. The district is contemplating
textbook replacement which takes about 2
years and will cost around $14 million.
Alternatively the money could be used to
purchase technological devices that would
allow the students to download the texts

versus having 2 sets of textbooks. Dr.
Sylvia Kaufman, Asst. Superintendent of
Education Services, is looking into this
alternative. Until that time, teachers participated in Professional Development
training emphasizing implementation of
the CCSS by supplementing existing
resources with additional materials.
Assessments will be changing over to the
California Assessment of Student
Performance and Progress for all 11th
graders by next year. This aligns with the
parent priorities of Professional
Development, increased use of technology
and new textbooks.
•Goal 3: Course Access- this goal creates a greater demand for honors, AP, IB
courses, higher enrollment in Career
Technology Education (CTE), and more
exposure to the Visual and Performing
Arts. Aligning with the parent priority to
increase student opportunities, it partially
addresses the career and college readiness
component.
•Goal 4: College and Career readinessthe state and parents agree that this is a
high priority. Beyond passing the High
School Exit Exam, and the emphasis on
creativity, collaboration, and critical
thinking & writing, parents emphasized
that learning practical life skills like opening a bank account and applying for a car
loan would be helpful. The district is
reviewing the various college readiness
and CTE programs already offered and
plans to expand the counseling 50 class
for seniors at the various sites.
•Goal 5: Effective CommunicationThe district’s main focus is on translating
various documents into Spanish and
Korean.
Goal 6: Pupil Engagement- just keeping school interesting enough to keep students attending daily. This is measured by
attendance and dropout rates (estimated
at 4.6% districtwide) which is fairly low.
Goal 7: School Climate- Do students
feel safe on campus? How many students
get suspended or expelled yearly from
school sites?
The LCAP draft addresses the goals and
in the action section assigns rough budget
numbers to each goal. The first year a
majority of the money will go to salaries,
benefits and maintenance of facilities.
Additional money went to regaining furlough days and keeping class size lower.
The District is still in the process of recovering from over 20 million dollars in cuts
over the past 4 years, so money goes to the
areas of greatest need and sometimes those
priorities can be difficult to understand
from the outside looking inside.
Technology, for example, is allocated
about $600,000 for the entire district next
year- that works out to roughly $43 per
student.
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Reception Friday June 6, 6pm-10pm
Artwork by teens from the Creating Paths art program will be
shown and sold at the Egan Gallery, located in the Magoski Art
Colony on W. Santa Fe during the Downtown Fullerton Art
Walk on Friday. All proceeds from the exhibit will go towards
the fine arts program at the Academy.
Creating Paths – Art Teens is a volunteer outreach program
designed to encourage teens to express themselves through art.
The program hopes to inspire a creative spirit and build selfesteem and life skills in young people in need. Creating Paths
was created by Michelle Buck-Gordon, a volunteer teacher at
The Academy Charter School, teaching the after school art class.
The Academy opened in 2013 with a freshmen class of 120 students. It is a community project of Orangewood Children’s
Foundation and serves foster care teens, educationally at-risk
students, and those from the surrounding community.
The exhibit at the Egan Gallery is made possible with the help
of Stephen Baxter of Art with an Agenda and owner of The
Egan Gallery.

MEXICAN POSTCARDS FROM THE EARLY
20TH CENTURY
& OC HIGH SCHOOL ART SHOWCASE
THRU JUNE 29

Some of Michelle Buck-Gordon’s students
working on sculptures in paper maché.

CSUF GRAND CENTRAL
ART CENTER

•June 5, 7:30pm Tour Main Gallery: Turistas en
México Viviane Mahieux, Assistant Professor of
Spanish and Portuguese from the School of
Humanities, UC Irvine will be giving a short lecture
on the exhibit. 20th Century Mexico is the subject of
this selection of historical postcards from the Slauson
family collection circa 1908–1928. The postcards
depict the art, culture, cities, and natural wonders of
a country emerging from revolutionary times.
•Walter’s Gallery: North OC High School Art
Showcase: A celebration of select pieces chosen from
the very best of North Orange County high school
student artist’s portfolios in a rotating gallery that
exemplifies the next generation of artists.

CSUF ART
Cal State University Pollak Library
800 N. State College Blvd, Fullerton

125 N. Broadway, Santa Ana 92701
714-567-7233
www.grandcentralartcenter.com

NICKELODEON STUDIOS & ARTS DEPT
RETROSPECTIVE by Sanjay & Craig
thru-June 20

•LIFE OF AN ARTIST:
CUTIE & THE BOXER
FREE SCREENING
6PM, SATURDAY, JUNE 7

A comprehensive collection of production art that
offers a behind-the-scenes look at the world of television animation.

FULLERTON FIRST
FRIDAY ARTWALK
Friday June 6
6pm-10:30pm
Numerous venues around downtown
Fullerton all within walking distance of
each other showing art. Free

Artists Noriko and Ushio Shinohara in Cutie & the Boxer

BUENA PARK CITY HALL GALLERY SPACE
714-562-3868
ArtsforWellness.org

6650 Beach Blvd., Buena Park

ART FOR WELLNESS GROUP SHOW
thru June 20, Mon. - Thurs. 7:30am-5:30pm
Arts for Wellness Orange
County’s group art show is on
display at Buena Park City
Hall until June 20, 2014. An
exhibition of a dozen artists
represented by 38 pieces of
visual art and poetry.
For more information, visit
ArtsforWellness.org.
City

2014

MUCKENTHALER

Magoski Art Colony, 223 W. Santa Fe, Fullerton
CREATING PATHS ART BY TEENS

Life of An Artist will screen the film Cutie and
The Boxer in their basement studio with popcorn,
candy and sodas.
The LOAA artists hope that this film will evoke
deeper thought on the complex relationship of
male and female artists; competition, relationship
roles, differing practices and interactions. The relationship between well-known artists Noriko
Shinohara and Ushio Shinohara is interesting,
provocative and honest. Director Zachary
Heinzerling exposes the very intimate lives of the
Shinoharas. Their partnership is a playful and combative one; occasionally helping each other grow
and prosper, occasionally battling one another with
all they've got.
•GRAND CENTRAL EXHIBITS WITH
RECEPTIONS SATURDAY, JUNE 7:
•Jody Zellen: Time Jitters;
•Flora Kao: Wind House,
•Susan Robb: Wild Times;
•Artist in Residence Daniel Tucker: Future
Perfect -Time Capsules in Reagan County.

EARLY JUNE

Hall is open Mon.-Thurs.and
select Fridays from 7:30am5:30pm. Guests interested in
visiting the gallery are encouraged to make an appointment
with Sonia Batres by calling
the Buena Park Cultural/Fine
Arts Division at 714-5623868.

FULLERTON
MUSEUM CENTER
301 N. Pomona at Wilshire,

Fullerton
714-738-6545

MELANCHOLY MENANGERIE:
Gaze Into the World of Big Eyes
•MAIN GALLERY: We’ve all seen the big
eyes staring at us from thrift shop shelves
and attic storage spaces. Decorative, consumer oriented art flourished in the
1960s. Artworks by famed Keane, Eden
and Lee were so popular in the 1960s that
the images have become iconic after nearly 4 decades.

For more info:
www.fullertonartwalk.com and on
Facebook
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REVIEWED by Angela Hatcher

Mark Rosier
as the
Elephant
Man John
Merrick and
Dr. Frederick
Treves
played by
Brian
Fichtner
in this
spellbinding
production
through
June 7.

The Elephant Man at Stage Door Repertory
Stage Door Repertory Theatre puts its born with Spina Bifida and he uses a walking
usual fare of delightful musicals, entertaining stick to aid in his mobility.
“The Elephant Man” is Rosier’s dream
farces, and light comedies aside to present
the uncompromising Tony-award winning role, and when I asked him what he thought
and poignant story of Bernard Pomerance’s it was like to be “different,” he had this to
say, “Every single person in existence is
The Elephant Man.
unique. We are all ‘different’ in
The unreservedly engaging
varying ways – be it our bodies,
story quietly grasps audiences
“Every person our capacity for health, our souls
with its unanswered questions
is unique.
and attitudes. Being different … is
of mercy and justice and an
a blessing and not a hindrance.”
exploration into the depths of
Being
Rosier went on to say, “The key is
man’s heart and soul. This 19th
different
to take any unique element that
Century tale takes an intense
is a blessing
makes you you and not just accept
look at the true story of Joseph
not a
it, but truly embrace it. Make all
(John) Merrick, a sensitive
hindrance.
around you see who you are with
man who became afflicted with
The key is
full ownership and not a syllable of
an inherently rare physical disapology.”
order so horrifying that he was
to take
We see you, Mr. Rosier, and we
viewed as nothing more than a
any unique
embrace
you. And, tonight, you
circus freak.
element that
reveal the soul of John Merrick, the
At a very young age,
makes you you man. The search for answers into
Merrick’s crushing skull
and... truly
the bizarre Elephant Man Disorder
increased in size and grew outembrace
it.”
continues to this day.
wards as he developed massive,
Talented Director, Rose London
thick, leathery grayish-brown
keeps the play moving at a smooth
cauliflower-like tumors on his
abnormally enormous head and skin. One of and gentle pace while mixing awkwardness,
his hands became a fin, and his arm and uneasiness, and unexpected bursts of humor
both legs grew so abnormally large that he that keeps the audience highly involved
eventually became permanently lame. The while also allowing the audience to build
chilling narrative describing the details of personal connections to the storyline.
Additional performances worthy of special
Merrick’s affliction leaves the spellbound
mention are: Philip Brickey as Bishop
audience shuttering in complete silence.
Merrick labored in a factory workhouse How/Policeman, Richard W. Burnes as
before making the difficult decision to Conductor, Briana Donze as Princess
become an exhibit and be on display in a Alexandra/Pinhead, Adam J. Ferry as
London sideshow. It was there that scientist Porter/Lord John, Katt McLaren as
and physician, Dr. Frederick Treves (Brian Duchess/Pinhead, Judy Mina-Ballard as
Fichtner) first saw the “elephant man” and Countess/Miss Sandwich, Joe Parrish as Carr
he took a serious medical interest in him. As Gomm, Jason Sutton as Ross, and Lee
Tanng
as
Belgiun
a result, Treves saved Merrick from his freak Samuel
Director:
Rose
show existence, and Treves’ fascinating case Manager/Snork.
became celebrated although, ironically, London, Assistant Director/Stage
Merrick became an attraction for upper soci- Manager: Katt McLaren, Costume
Designer: Andrew Birkholm, Set
ety while under Treves’ care.
Over time, Treves became Merrick’s friend, Design: Rose London, Lighting: Jeremy
and he gave Merrick a humane and perma- “Bug” Ojeda, Sound: John McQuay.
Stage Door Repertory Theatre, 1045
nent home at the hospital. The entire cast
performances are solid, with outstanding N. Armando St, Ste. A, Anaheim, CA
portrayals by Brian Fichtner as Dr. Frederick 92806. Tickets: 714-630-7378 or
Treves and lovely Jill Cary Martin as the www.stagedoorrep.org. Runs through
down-to-earth Mrs. Kendal; and, although June 7th.
the connection between the cast is sublime,
STAGE DOOR REPERTORY
the evening ultimately belongs to one man.
1045
N. Armando St. Suite A,
Keeping up the extremely physical, mental,
Anaheim
and emotional intensity required to portray
Merrick would be a daunting task for any
Tickets: 714-630-7378
actor, but it also takes a man who is sensitive,
www.stagedoorrep.org
disciplined, and determined - and that’s
•ELEPHANT MAN
where lead actor, Mark Rosier comes in.
Tony Award winning play Elephant
Rosier’s captivating performance as John Man by Bernard Pomerance, directed
Merrick is emotionally gripping as Rosier by Rose London and staring Mark
embodies the sensitivity and dignity of Rosier as John Merrick, plays thru June
Merrick. Quite possibly no stranger to idle 7. Mark Rosier is also a longtime
stares from outsiders, Rosier, himself, was Observer Theater Review columnist.
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MAVERICK THEATER
110 E. Walnut Ave., Fullerton
Tickets: 714-526-7070 www.mavericktheater.com
•ELVIS’68 starring Casey Ryan as
Elvis, produced, written and directed
by Brian Newell, plays through June
14, Fridays & Saturdays at 8pm and
Sundays at 6pm. On June 29, 1968,
Elvis Presley performed live to a stu-

dio audience in a special that has
become known as the black leather
concert. Only a few were able to enjoy
historic
intimate
this
performance...until
now.
$25
($10/students with ID)

STAGES THEATER
400 E. Commonwealth, (at Balcom) Fullerton
Tickets: 714-525-4484 www.stagesoc.org
.•DINNER WITH FRIENDS by
Donald Margulies, directed by Gary
Krinke plays thru June 8, Fridays &
Saturdays at 8pm and Sundays at
2pm. A turbulent meditation on the
minefield of middle age. Gabe and
Karen, a happily married couple, have
been friends with married couple
Tom and Beth for many years. While
having dinner at Gabe and Karen’s
home one night, Beth tearfully reveals
that she is getting a divorce from
Tom, who has been unfaithful. The
unfolding story is not the divorce, but
the shock waves it causes in its wake.
Over the course of the play, we witness the effects of Tom and Beth’s
breakup on Gabe and Karen, who
first feel compelled to choose sides,
and then begin to question the
strength of their own seemingly tranquil marriage. The play exposes the
same universal insecurities that people face every time there are shattering changes in their lives. Margulies’
characters are real, normal, family,
friends and the people next door facing their fears.
.•NEXT FALL Tony Award-nominated play by Geoffrey Naufft, directed by Jack Millis plays through June
7th. New York couple Adam and
Luke are an example of opposites
attract - Adam is older, neurotic, and
an atheist; Luke is impulsive, a strug-

gling actor, and devoutly religious.
After Luke is involved in a serious
accident, family and friends descend
upon them and these longtime differences collide, forcing opposing views
on faith and family into a stand-off.
Hilarious and heartbreaking, it exposes the fundamental truth that we love
people both because of – and in spite
of – who they are.
Recently engaged, director Millis
understands the heart of the matter.
Luke and Adam’s relationship
involves so many more than the two
of them, their family and friends,
from different backgrounds and
faiths. Millis says Next Fall “is a cleverly woven tapestry of different belief
systems where strangers are thrust
into a situation where they have little
control and must begin to question
their belief systems.” $20 and $18 for
students and seniors. Saturdays and
Sundays at 5pm.
AUDITIONS
•THE TWILIGHT ZONE directed by Darri Kristin, auditions take
place on Sat., May 17, 10am-1pm.
(performs July 11-Aug 2)
•CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF by
Tennesse Williams, directed by Joe
Parrish, auditions Sat, May 31,
10am-1pm (performs Aug. 15-Sept.
21st)

BUENA PARK YOUTH THEATER
Buena Park High Performing Arts Complex
8833 Academy Dr., Buena Park
Tickets at the door. www.bpyouththeatre.com
.•THE ADVENTURES OF TOM
SAWYER: THE BROADWAY
MUSICAL opens Buena Park Youth
Theater’s 34th year. The great
American classic is brought to stage
with professional sets, sound, costuming and lighting.
Performances are on two weekends
only! June 13-14-15 and June 20-21-

22. Friday evenings at 7:30pm;
Saturday Matinees at 2:30pm and
evening performances at 7:30pm;
and Sunday Matinees at 2:30pm.
General Admission is $10 ($8
admission for seniors and children 12
and under)
Tickets are available at the door.
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Ron Kobayashi
Jazz Trio Celebrates
20 Years on June 3
The Ron Kobayashi Trio has been playing jazz several times each month for 20
years straight, somewhere in Orange
County. The band: Ron Kobayashi on
piano, Baba Elefante on bass and Steve
Dixon on drums, will be celebrating this
20 year milestone on June 3, 2014 at 7pm
at Steamers Jazz Club, 138 W.
Commonwealth Ave. in Fullerton.
In the past 20 years the band has
recorded five CDs and one DVD, receiving airplay around the world. They have
performed at numerous jazz festivals and
clubs in and out of California, and have
worked with such artists as Margaret
Whiting, Tom Scott and Peter White.
The band also served as the house band of
the Annual Hollywood Diversity Awards
for many years. Reservations are required
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David Andersen Visits Hometown &
Performs Downtown Sat., June 21st

Steve Dixon, Baba Elefante and Ron
Kobayashi of the trio celebrate the band’s
20th year Tuesday, June 3rd at 7pm at
Steamers Jazz Club, downtownFullerton.

for the event and can be made by calling (714)871-8800. There is no cover charge.
For more information visit: www.carpetcat.com/kobayashi
To hear the trio in action go to http://youtu.be/f7Gbqi2VtgY

June: Poets at the Fullerton Library
The Fullerton Library is featuring a different poet each Monday evening in June.
Shows start at 7pm and end at 8:30 in the
library’s Osborne Auditorium, 353 W.
Commonwealth Ave. Admission is free.
Produced by Lew Dentler, and sponsored
by the library, the presentation is part of
an ongoing series of Fullerton’s Local
Talent Showcase events. For more info
contact Lew Dentler at (714) 525-3766 (Lewsongs@yahoo.com) or the Fullerton
Main Library at (714) 738-6326.

•JUNE 9TH:
JOE THOMAS
His live performances have been
described as nothing
less than regal.
Explore human relationship from an
artist viewpoint.

•JUNE 2ND:
IRENA PRAITIS
Artistic views of
the miracles of existence while being
simultaneously
caught up by horrific circumstances.
Irena is a CSUF
professor of literature and creative
writing.

•JUNE 16TH:
JASON FAIRHURST
WALL AND SON
Intense dramatics of poetry, are
most visual and
engaging.
His
style can best be
described as confessional and allegorical.
•JUNE 23RD:
CHRISTINE
GRANILLO
Her poetry
touches
on
themes of existence,
social
issues, family
and the sublime; the love
of life with all
its
magnificence.

After 25 years in Nashville,
musician David Andersen is
returning to his hometown
Fullerton for a visit, and will be
downtown
at
performing
Bourbon Street, 110 E.
Commonwealth Ave.
The Saturday evening show
will include Charles Hale &
Friends of Fullerton Musicians
and Steve Noonan.
Andersen had a long performing and recording career in
Hollywood back in the 1970s
and 80s. He was a regular at the
Troubadour and played with
many future illuminaries like
Bruce Springsteen, Tom Waits,
Jackson Browne, and a host of
others who went on to become
David Anderson plays his Epiphone guitar through
David
legends including
a Fender amplifier, via a wireless connection at
Geffen.
Nashville’s Country Hall of Fame and Museum.
He sang and played bass in a
quartet he formed which was
popular on the L.A. club circuit. Over the still do some improvisation, but you won’t
years he was able to work with many elder take as many liberties with the melodic.
statesmen of the blues including Big Joe The phrasing between jazz and country is
Truner, Joe Houston, Bobby Day, also different in terms of emphasis on cerBrownie McGhee, Sonny Terry and more. tain phrases and the rhythm. Pop songs
Anderson was mentored early on by jazz are melody-based, and that’s where you
great Fred Katz, and as a jazz artist worked make certain you communicated what the
with jazz guitar great Tony Rizzi.
lyrics and melody reflect. Yet, there are
But, after enjoying some early success as also links between them, and I try in my
both a musician and song writer he fell sets to construct song orders that flow and
prey to some music practices that cut him let people kind of hear and discover the
out of his creative rights, a common story connections.” As a composer, Andersen
in the business.
has written for musical theatre, ballet, and
Demoralized he left town and headed most recently produced his first piano
for the east coast and ended up in sonata entitled, “Quasar.” He has played
Nashville where he met Chet Atkins who at 58 Hall of Fame inductions.
encouraged him to stay. Anderson credits
Currently he performs four hours a day
Atkins with mentoring him as a musician. as Music City Ambassador a the Country
“I have had great good fortune in Music Music Hall of Fame and Museum in
City,” says Anderson, “where I am able to Nashville. He plays anything he likes in
earn a good living playing great music any style he likes from the thousands of
every day.”
songs he keeps in his head while fitting in
Early on in Nashville he worked as a requests from his audience and chatting
solo jazz artist at “Slice of Life,” playing with visitors from around the world.
nightly on Music Row where he met
He calls the gig a dream job. “I’ve met
Atkins and other studio legends and tour- over a million people here,” says
ing artists including Mark O’Connor, Andersen. “In a way, I’ve bypassed the
David Grisman, Harry Connick, Jr., k.d. music business, making music that
lang and many others. He also played at expresses my heart and connects to the
Peaceful Planet and Café 123.
general public.”
His jazz trio played at Bean Central and
Don’t miss his one night performance at
at the Tennessee Jazz Fest and Anderson Bourbon Street, sure to be a treat.
appeared as a guest artist with other
groups including the CliftNotes, Jeff
Coffin, and the Gypsy Hombres. He
released a CD in 2000, “From This
Moment On,” which premiered his jazz
6:30-8:30pm
vocals and awesome jazz guitar.
July 9-August 6
Andersen is a multi-talented singer,
songwriter, musician proficient on many
FULLERTON SPORTS COMPLEX
instruments, and who moves effortlessly
560 E. Silver Pine (off Bastanchury)
from one genre to another. “When you
Live Bands, arts & crafts booths for
are doing jazz, you have a bit more freekids and food available for purchase.
dom within the musical structure as far as
Call Fullerton Museum
chord changes and melodic interpretafor info at 714-738-6545
tion. When you’re doing country, you can

Free Every Wednesday
Summer Concerts

•JUNE 30TH:
DAN JOYCE
One
of
Fullerton’s most
productive
artists. With the
brush or with the
pen, no subject is
sacred
while
being playful,
fun and poetic
with a serious
message – sometimes.
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HITS &
MISSES
by Joyce Mason
© 2014

BELLE Two Hits
Two young women dressed in elegant gowns and
pearls occupy equal space in a 1779 portrait painted
at Kenwood House in Hampstead, England, and
now hanging in Scone Palace in Scotland. One startling feature in this otherwise Gainsborough-style
painting is that one of the women is white and the
other black. Screenwriter Misan Sagay sensed a story
here, did some research, and used her imagination to
fill the missing gaps in Dido Elizabeth Belle’s unusual role in eighteenth-century England.
Knowing that slavery still existed in Britain at this
time, director Amma Asante eagerly took on the
challenge of bringing Dido’s story to twenty-first
century audiences. To play Dido she cast Gugu
Mbatha-Raw, unknown to most American audiences
but experienced on the British stage, having studied
at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, where she
played Juliet to Andrew Garfield’s Romeo and later
appeared on Broadway as Ophelia to Jude Law’s
Hamlet.
In 1769, Royal Navy Captain, Sir John Lindsay
(Matthew Goode), takes his young daughter, Belle,
to the country estate of his uncle, Lord Mansfield
(Tom Wilkinson) and Lady Mansfield (Emily
Watson), explaining that he had not married Belle’s
mother, an African woman now deceased, but that
he loves Belle and accepts full responsibility as her
parent. Already guardians to another grandniece,
Lord and Lady Mansfield accept this half-black and
half-white child into their privileged household, call
her Dido, and treat her as one of their own—almost.
A strange custom persists. Dido dines with the
Mansfield family except when they have dinner
guests, and then she must not join them until after
dinner when family and guests meet in the drawing
room for entertainment and conversation.
Ten years pass and a now grown Dido (MbathaRow) runs through the garden with her blond
cousin, Elizabeth (Sarah Gadon). The two have been
educated as aristocratic young women with gentility
of speech and skill at the piano and with needlework.
Soon each must find a husband. Elizabeth is without
a dowry, but Dido, whose father has since died at sea,
is now the only heir to his sizeable estate. Both girls
are courted by young men, but Dido, in spite of her
mixed race, receives the first marriage proposal.
Lord Mansfield has been elevated to the position of
Lord Chief Justice, the most powerful judge in
England. Now he is trying the high-profile Zong
Case, a seminal case still studied in British jurisprudence. In 1783, a British ship carrying a cargo of
chained slaves throws its human cargo overboard,
claiming the slaves were diseased from lack of water.
The ship owners are now suing the insurer to recover their financial losses. The case is complex. Can
humans be considered cargo? Was lack of water the
real problem since ports might have been available to
them? Will the decision affect Britain’s attitude
toward the institution of slavery?
John Davinier (Sam Reid), a young vicar’s son
studying to join the Inns of Court, has met and fallen in love with Dido. An invented part of the screenplay involves the two of them, incensed by the moral
overtones in the case, doing research that may influence Lord Mansfield’s decision. But history attests to
the fact that Mansfield’s decision in the Zong case
presaged the eventual abolition of slavery in Britain.
“Belle” does not break new ground in creative film
making, relying on tropes used in traditional historical films, but the interplay of human lives and historical facts always provides challenge for novelists
and screenwriters, who need to create drama and
romance in the spaces not documented by
history.“Belle” does distinguish itself with a plausible
screenplay, fine acting, and beautifully rendered sets.
Costume designer Anushia Smithard and photography supervisor Ben Smithard create an exquisitely
muted rendering of life, both pastoral and urban, in
eighteenth-century England.

Two Hits: Don’t Miss It!
A Hit & A Miss: You Might Like It
Two Misses: Don’t Bother

EVENTS CALENDAR
TUES, JUNE 3
•7am-8pm: Primary Voting Polls
Open For info on voting in English,
Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, and
Korean: www.EasyVoterGuide.org
sponsored by the League of Women.
•6:30pm: City Council Meeting
City Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth.
WED, JUNE 4
•8am-1pm: Year-round Every
Farmers
Market
Wednesday
Independence Park, on Valencia Dr.
(next to the DMV) between Euclid
and Highland. Fresh produce, flowers, plants, nuts, hard to find items
from real farmers. 714-871-5304
•6pm: Independent Film Series
in the Osborne Auditorium,
Library,
353
W.
Fullerton
Commonwealth. Robot and Frank
(PG-13). Frank has two grown kids
who worried he can no longer care for
himself are tempted to place him in a
nursing home until he buys a walking, talking humanoid robot programmed to improve his physical and
mental health. Hilarious, heartwarming story about finding friends and
family. Free
THURS, JUNE 5
•4pm-8:30pm:
Downtown
Farmers Market on E. Wilshire and
at the Downtown Plaza between
Harbor and Pomona next to the
Fullerton Museum Center. Fresh produce, flowers, craft vendors, food
booths, beer & wine garden, kids
activities, and live music. Free
•5pm-10pm:
Fox
Theatre
Screening of Circle the Wagen at
Fox Theatre, Harbor & Chapman in
downtown Fullerton. See frontpage
article for details.
•7:30pm: Muckenthaler Jazz
Festival presents CalJAS All Stars featuring Eric Futterer. Muckenthaler
Cultural Center, 1201 W. Malvern,
Fullerton. $20. www.themuck.org
FRI, JUNE 6
•6:30pm-10pm:
Downtown
ArtWalk numerous venues showing
art all within walking distance. Free
(see page 12)
SAT, JUNE 7
•8am-noon: Free Dental Clinic
for 18 and over. Services by USC
School of Dentistry under direction
of dentist Dr. Harris Done and
Ayuda International Dental Clinics.
Call 714-738-6305 for appointment.
Fullerton Community Center, 340
W. Commonwealth. No walk-ins
•9am: Downtown Historic Hike
led by Fullerton Heritage. Meet at the
Museum Center on E. Wilshire
(between Harbor and Pomona) in
downtown Fullerton. $5 www.fullertonheritage.org
•10:30am-12:30pm: Screening
of The Released documentary showing that jail is the
largest mental institution in
Orange
County.
Over
350,000 mentally ill in the US
shuffle in and out of prison
without sufficient rehab programs. A rare look at the lives
of the mentally ill as they
struggle to get free. 429
Cypress Dr., Laguna Beach.
Free. For more info contact
Tiffany at 949-981-4887 or
pistacia.vera@gmail.com
•12:30pm: The Docs Jazz
Performance
with
Joe
Lawton, Mike Le Van, Jotty
Johnson, Bob Forte, Dan
Childs and Jim Pearl plus a
discussion led by Lawton.
Steamers,
138
W.
Commonwealth, Fullerton.
714-871-8800. Free
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SAT, JUNE 7 continued
•2pm: Lis Leyson speaks about
“The Boy on the Box,” the award
winning book of her late husband
Leon Leyson’s memoir of his rescue
by Oscar Schindler from the Nazi
Holocaust, co-written by the Leyson’s
with Marilyn Harran. Room 130,
Pollak Library, CSUF, 800 N. State
College Blvd. Fullerton.
•6pm: Concert at Fullerton
College Quad on campus at 321 E.
Chapman features concert band
favorites & standards. Pack a picnic
and enjoy an evening of entertainment under the stars. Free.
http://fullcoll.edu
MON, JUNE 9
•1:30pm-3pm: Federal Taxes
when Hiring Employees or
Contractors free SCORE presenttion at Fullerton Library, 353 W.
Commonwealth. Learn the differences between an employee and an
independent contractor, witholding,
SS numbers, and more.
www.irs.gov/Businesses/
Small-Businesses-&-SelfEmployed/California-Workshops
TUES, JUNE 10
•2:30pm: Abbit the Average
Magic Show in the Osborne
Auditorium, Fullerton Library, 353
W. Commonwealth. Comedy, magic,
juggling launches the summer reading club kick-off. Free
WED, JUNE 11
•8am-1pm: Year-round Every
Wednesday
Farmers
Market
Independence Park, on Valencia Dr.
(next to the DMV) between Euclid
and Highland. Fresh produce, flowers, plants, nuts, hard to find items
from real farmers. 714-871-5304 for
more info.
THURS, JUNE 12
•4:30pm-8:30pm: Downtown
Farmers Market on E. Wilshire and
Pomona next to the Fullerton
Museum Center. Fresh produce,
flowers, craft vendors, food booths,
beer & wine garden, kids activities,
and live music. Free
•7:30pm: Muckenthaler Jazz
Festival presents CannonballColtrane Project. Muckenthaler
Cultural Center, 1201 W. Malvern,
Fullerton. $20. Go to http://themuck.org/events-performances/jazzfestival/
SAT, JUNE 14
•10am-4pm: One-Day Only
Summer Book Sale Fullerton Public
Library Conference Center foyer
(entrance on Amerige), 353 W.
Commonwealth,
Fullerton.
Numerous books, specialty magazines, and tapes from 25¢ to 50¢.

SAT, JUNE 14 continued
•11am-3pm: Charity Car Show
hosted by Extreme Dimensions. 1920
Malvern Ave, Fullerton. Music by DJ
Goz, gourmet food trucks, and more.
Raffle proceeds will be donated to
Fullerton Cares Autism Foundation.
Entrance and car registration is free.
facebook.com/extremedimensions
SUN, JUNE 15
•2:30pm: Organist Dean Mora &
Buster Keaton in the Cameraman
presented by the OC Theater Organ
Society and FUHS Educational
Foundation at the Plummer
Auditorium, 201 E. Chapman at
Lemon, in Fullerton. $15 (kids under
12 are free). Call 714-870-2813 or
www.OCTOS.org
TUES, JUNE 17
•6:30pm: City Council Meeting
will be held in the Fullerton Library
Conference Center, 353 W.
Commonwealth due to the City Hall
Council Chambers construction.
THURS, JUNE 19
•4:30m-8:30pm:
Downtown
Farmers Market on E. Wilshire, and
Pomona, Fullerton
•7:30pm: Muck Jazz Festival
presents Janis Mann. Muckenthaler
Cultural Center, 1201 W. Malvern,
Fullerton. $20. Go to http://themuck.org/events-performances/jazzfestival/
SAT, JUNE 21
•12pm-5pm: NAACP Juneteenth
Celebration Garden Grove Elks
Lodge Park, 1151 Trask Ave, 92843.
Family fun, education, music, entertainment, food, vendor booths. Free
Admission
•1pm-4:30pm: Ragtime Music
hosted by the OC Ragtime Society.
Steamers, 138 W. Commonwealth,
Fullerton. Free. www.ragfest.com
•8pm: Friends of Fullerton
Musicians with Charles Hale, Steve
Noonan, David Andersen and more
at Bourbon Street, 110 E.
Commonwealth Ave., downtown
Fullerton. (see article page 14)
SUN, JUNE 22
•12pm-4pm: Summer Solstice &
Sister City Taco Festival at the
Muckenthaler Cultural Center, 1201
W. Malvern, Fullerton. Free multicultural bands with music from Blues
to Bolero and Korean Traditional to
Jazz plus the annual Taco Festival,
free art workshops, crafts fair, tours
and storytellers.
MON-FRI, JUNE 23-27
•8pm: Directors Theatre Festival
at Fullerton College Bronwyn
Dodson Theatre on campus at 321
E. Chapman features student directed
productions ranging from 10-50
minutes. Tickets 714-992-7150
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REST IN PEACE

many positions on the board, including president, and well into her 90s
served as treasurer.
Besides CSUF her greatest involvement was with St. Jude Hospital
Guild where she was active from its
inception and is a past president. For
many years she also served on the
board of directors of
the Muckenthaler
Center here in
Fullerton.
She loved music
and she and Tom
attended many concerts, not only in
Fullerton but all over
the county. She was
an active member of
the Sonata Chapter
of Pacific Symphony
and the Fullerton
Committee of the
Philharmonic
Society of Orange
County.
Kitty and Tom loved to travel and
made countless trips all over the
world. Among the most memorable
were trips to Ireland, China and
Russia. They cruised the Panama
Canal and crossed Canada and
China by train.
In lieu of flowers, donations may
be made to the Music Associates of
California
State
University,
Fullerton, (Cal State Fullerton
Philanthropic Foundation) 2600
Nutwood Ave, Ste 850, Fullerton,
CA 92831.

activist Tim
Progressive
Carpenter died April 21, 2014 of
cancer. He was 54 years young.
Tim was a totally dedicated
advocate. He saw the world with
a clear view of what was right and
just. He spoke the plain truth as
he saw it, even when a more
diplomatic statement might have
been easier.
Tim spent about 30 years in
Orange County graduating from
Cal State Fullerton, walking
precincts and carrying picket
signs for progressive causes, and
teaching. Tim who worked as an
intern for a short time at OC
Human Relations Commission
transferred from a Board of
Supervisor’s office where his
direct and progressive manner
did not suit the politics of the
He married Barbara
day.
Considine former human relations specialist for OC Human
Relations Commission, who
went on to be the director of
Share Our Selves, and a talented
language expert. Together they
had two awesome children,
Sheila and Julia, who I had the
pleasure of meeting on a visit to
the OC in July of 2012.
As long as I knew Tim, he suffered from
arthritis and cancer, but he never complained
even as you could see the toll it took on his
body. In spite of this physical burden he was

LOCAL CONGREGATIONS WELCOME YOU!

Unitarian Universalist
Congregation in Fullerton
1600 N. Acacia Ave.

CHILDCARE
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Progressive Activist Tim Carpenter
a Beloved Friend by Rusty Kennedy

Kathryn “Kitty”Gleason Sims
Kathryn Gleason Sims, born
January 24, 1913 in Helena
Montana, passed away on May 3,
2014 in the Fullerton home that her
husband, Thomas, built more than
50 years ago.
Kathryn was a graduate of
Immaculate Heart High School and
UCLA. She was an avid
reader, enjoyed crossword puzzles, bridge,
social functions and
loved her family as well
as her many friends, who
lovingly knew her as
“Aunt Kitty.”
Her husband, Thomas
Larue Sims, predeceased
her as did her twin sister,
Jane McNeil. She is survived by her niece,
Kathryn Winnek and
her husband Wilson,
nephew Ian McNeil and
his wife Christine, and
their children and grandchildren.
The family has special appreciation
for all her loving caregivers including
Cheryll Gestosani Sarcoll, Thelma
Doregios and Judife Defiesta.
Kitty and her husband Tom,
moved to Fullerton in the 1950s,
where he started building houses.
She was involved in many philanthropic organizations and was a generous supporter of the arts.
California State University music
programs were her focus over many
years. She was a member of CSUF
Music Associates where she held

• WE REMEMBER YOU

Welcome 10:15am • Service: 10:30am
(infant & toddlers) & Programs for Pre-K thru Teen

SUN., JUNE 8: My Beginning is My End - Rev. Jon Dobrer
SUN., JUNE 15: Authority of an Open Mind - Rev. James Grant
SUN., JUNE 22: Magic of BharataNatyam Dance - Ramya Harishankar

Rev. Jon Dobrer www.uufullerton.org 714-871-7150

Orangethorpe
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ)

Dr. Robert L. Case, Pastor
Sunday Service: 10AM
2200 W. ORANGETHORPE
FULLERTON (714) 871-3400
www.orangethorpe.org

JUNE EVENTS
June 6: 7pm Wine & Cheese; 7:30 Family Service
June 8, 4pm: Neshot Tikvah “Woman of Year”
June 13, 6pm: Early Kabbalat Shabbat
Service/Dinner/Program
June 15: Father’s Day
June 27, 7:30pm: Musical Shabbat Service

Barbara and Tim Carpenter with Rusty
during their last visit.
always the one who had energy and drive to
continue, while others tired.
When Tim and Barbara moved to
Massachusetts over a decade ago to be nearer
Barbara’s family and in a more progressive state, Tim founded the
Progressive Democrats of America.
Never to be confused with a
Democratic Party rubber stamp,
Tim’s PDA was ready and willing to
push progressive causes critical of his
fellow democratic elected officials
and candidates.
He was determined to create a
future more just and fair and democratic than that which he found.
Truly a child of the 60’s Tim will be
remembered by many from all backgrounds for the unambiguous truth
he spoke to power.
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Breanna and Cameron
From Senior Prom
to Wedding Vows
On Saturday May 24th Breanna Jean Brown of
Anaheim married Cameron Lee Crowe of Fullerton in
front of 150 friends and family at the George Key
Ranch in Placentia California. Cameron and Breanna
had dated nearly 7 years beginning with their senior
year of high school.
The wedding was a wonderful outdoor event with
beautiful flowers and handmade center pieces.
Breanna, Cameron, and the Brown family created
signs and decorations that set the mood. The George
Key Ranch was the perfect venue and projected the
exact ambiance Cameron and Breanna were looking
for. The couple was featured on the cover of the June
2008 Fullerton Observer highlighting the Prom Season.

At Left:
Breanna
and
Cameron
at their
prom in
2008
appeared
on the
frontpage
of the June
Fullerton
Observer.

The Wedding of Breanna Jean Brown and Cameron Lee Crowe.

At Left
and Right:
The happy
newlyweds.
PHOTOS
BRYAN
CROWE

Izaya
16

Happy
Birthday
Zoe &
Izaya
We
Love
You!

PHOTO

BRYAN CROWE

Zoe
13

Leon Owens Charity Golf Tournament

Planning Ahead
Simply Makes Sense:
• Spares your family and friends
unnecessary financial and emotional burden
• Can lock in the costs using today’s prices
• Prevents the tendency of overspending
• Advanced funeral plans are transferable
Family Owned & Operated since 1911

McAulay & Wallace Mortuaries
902 N. Harbor Blvd
Fullerton CA 92832
(714) 525-4721

18311 Lemon Drive
Yorba Linda CA 92886
(714) 777-2692

For Free Information at no obligation Clip & Send to address above.
Please Send Information on:
____Funeral Service Plans ____Cremation
____Social Security ____VA Benefits
Name _______________________________________________
Phone___________________Best time to call_______________
Address______________________________________________
City_______________State____________Zip Code______

William H. McAulay FD #289 License #190 & #1304

by Clara P. Hernandez
The Leon Owens Foundation is celebrating it’s 20th year of giving scholarships to high school and college students.
Last year scholarships were awarded to
seven students. Leon “Jack” Owens, was
very involved in his community through
volunteering in a variety of schools, youth
organizations and helping out neighbors.
The Foundation continues to carry on his
legacy by supporting a number of community organizations financially and
with the “Making A Difference Together”
recognition awards. The organization just
participated in the historical Black
History Parade which has been held in
Santa Ana for many years, but was held
for the second year this year, in Anaheim.
LOF sponsored candidate Salisha Thomas
for Miss Fullerton 2013 and she won the

title and represented Fullerton and the
Foundation in the Black History parade.
As LOF prepares to celebrate this 20th
anniversary, we hope many of you will
participate in all of our events, Bingo,
Golf tournament, and Banquet dinner.
It’s been a great 20 years and so worth all
the work that goes into the events. !
Thanks to all our supporters for helping
us in “Making A Different Together”
while we embrace a new slogan,
“Launching A Student’s Dream.” Funds
raised from all our events are to support
our scholarship giving.
The Golf Tournament is Mon., June 16
at the Alta Vista Country Club, 777 Alta
Vista Street, Placentia. Registration begins
at 9am and Tee-off is at 11am.
Go to www.leonowensfoundation.org
for registration forms and more information or call 714-687-5520.
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A ceremony opens the new two-building Pathways of Hope transitional apartments.

PATHWAYS OF HOPE’S NEW ADDITION OPENS
Pathways of Hope opened the new twobuilding addition at 504-506 W. Amerige in
Fullerton on May 20. A ribbon cutting ceremony drew officials from the City of
Fullerton including Mayor Chaffee, and
Councilmembers Jan Flory and Jennifer
Fitzgerald, City Manager Joe Felz, HomeAid
Orange County director Scott Larson,
Pathways of Hope board president Barb
Jennings and executive director Maria
Mazzenga Avellaneda and others plus many
supporters.
The $2.5 million addition, built by Shea
Homes, adds eight residential units including two studios, four 2-bed - and two 3-bed
apartments capable of housing up to 36 residents.
Pathways of Hope board president Barbara

Jennings said that the expansion “will enable
us to continue providing the assistance that
has already served more than 1,025 Orange
County families since the first home on the
campus was opened in 1986.”
The non-profit Pathways of Hope (formerly Fullerton Interfaith Emergency Services)
was founded forty years ago to help homeless
families. The organization provides safe transitional housing, educational resources to
improve job skills, counseling, and other
assistance to help families back on their feet
and back into permanent housing. The
organization also runs a food distribution
program through its center at Richman Park
and homeless prevention services. Learn more
about Pathways including how you can help
at www.pathwaysofhope.us

Fullerton-based Applied Solar Energy Array
& Award-winning Affordable Housing
The City of Brea awarded Birch Hills
Apartment Homes, the affordable housing component of the new La Floresta
planned community, the Green Life
Award for outstanding environmental
stewardship.
The multi-family apartment complex
features a 61-kilowatt solar array designed
and installed by Applied Solar Energy
Solutions (Applied Solar) of Fullerton,
among other sustainability features.
The solar installation consists of 252
American-made SolarWorld solar panels
mounted on carports and on the ground.
Applied Solar designed the system to offset 100 percent of the electrical demand
from Birch Hills’ 4200-square-foot community center, educational facilities, pool
complex as well as from common-area
lighting on the site.
“We were honored to be selected to
handle the design and installation of this
unique array that took advantage of an
otherwise underutilized section of the site
to deliver benefits of solar to the community,” said David Donnelly, general man-

ager of Applied Solar.
Designed to achieve LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design)
Platinum certification, the U.S. Green
Building Council’s highest level of sustainable construction, the Birch Hills
Apartment Homes includes 115 housing
units. The project was recognized for
exemplary energy conservation, water
conservation and sustainable design.
Serving all of Southern California since
1989, Applied Solar has earned the reputation as a premier integrator of turnkey
solar energy systems for residential and
commercial applications.
Learn more about the company and
about the residential and commercial solar
options offered at www.appliedsolarenergysolutions.com.
You can also call 714-871-1047 or drop
by Applied Solar Energy Solutions, located at 765 S. State College Blvd., Suite H,
in Fullerton. They are open Mon-Friday
9am to 5pm, Sat. 2pm to 4pm and
evenings by appointment.

Above:
Pathways
members,
HomeAid
representatives
and city officials
cut the ribbon
officially
opening the
new center.
At Left:
One of the bedrooms.
Below:
A pleasant
kitchen in one
of the new
units.
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LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS

Call 714-525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space for
NEIGHBORS to advertise. To participate
you must have a local phone number and
be offering an item for sale, garage sales,
reunions, home-based businesses or services, place to rent or buy, or help wanted, etc.
Contractors must provide valid license.
Editor reserves right to reject any ad. Sorry,
we do not accept date ads, get rich schemes
or financial ads of any sort. Call 714-5256402 for details. $10 for 50 words or less
per issue. Payment is by checks only.
Items to give away for free and lost and
found item listings are printed for free as
space allows. The Observer assumes no lia-

BEAUTY & HEALTH
AMWAY, ARTISTRY,
NUTRILITE

To buy Amway, Artistry,
or Nutrilite products
please call Jean 714-526-2460

LESSONS/TUTORING
PIANO LESSONS

All Ages - beginner to advanced
instruction by degreed teacher. Call
Guity at 714-672-0399
GUITAR LESSONS

Beginner to Intermediate guitar lessons in 10-30 minute sessions. You
will obtain the tools you need to play
the guitar. From 40 years of experience our lesson plan is second to
none. We also offer vocal demo’s. For
info call: 714-272-8702 or visit our
website at: www.music220.com

HOME SERVICES
WINDOW WASHING

All windows in your residence
washed with no streaks inside and out.
All sills and tracks vacuumed and
cleaned. Screens hand-washed. Hard
water mineral stains removed. I use
drop cloths and shoe covers to keep
your house clean. References available
upon request. Fullerton City License
#554171. Call Patrick (714) 3982692 for a free estimate.

REPAIR/REMODEL
LOCAL ELECTRICIAN

Skilled Electrician and Fullerton resident for 40 years. NoFixNoPay.info
provides the second opinion that saves
thousands in unnecessary construction.
Guaranteed perfect repairs, lighting,
fans, building wiring, and appliances
installed. Owner operated within the
unlicensed minor work exception set by
the Contractors State License Board.
Fullerton Business License #556307.
Call Roger (714) 803-2849
LICENSED HANDYMAN

Residential roofing specialist. New
Roofs, Repairs, Patio Covers. Electrical,
Drywall, Paint Doors, Windows,
Gates, Fences.
CSLB #744432. Bonded, Insured. Free
Estimates: 714-738-8189
www.nuageconstruction.com
LICENSED PLUMBER

We have over 25 years experience in
the plumbing industry. Drains, Water
Heaters, Faucets, Garbage Disposals,
Water Softeners, All Other Plumbing
Needs. All work is guaranteed! 10%
Local & Senior Discount. For an honest up-front estimate or advice call
Seale Plumbing & Rooter. License
#943507. Patrick 714-928-7557

bility for ads placed here. However, if you
have a complaint or compliment about a
service, please let us know at 714-5256402.
Call City Hall at 714-738-6531 to
inquire about City of Fullerton business
licenses. For contractor license verification
go to the California State Contractor
License Board website at www.cslb.ca.gov.
Once there click on the red link on the left
of the page which will take you to a screen
where you can enter the name, contractor
number, or business to find out if they are
legit.
Thank You
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ANSWER
KEY
At right is the
answer key to the
crossword puzzle
shown on page 7.
The puzzle is
by Fullerton resident
Valerie
Brickey who has
agreed to keep us
entertained with
more puzzles in
the future!

WORK

CITY JOBS

Find information on available positions
with
the
city
under
“Departments” “Human Resources”
on the city website www.cityoffullerton.com or contact Human Resources
at 714-738-6361.

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

THEATER COLLABORATOR

Wanted: Dead or Alive - a collaborator for a new theater company. Call
714-264-4919
ALL THE ARTS
BOARDMEMBER

All the Arts for All the Kids
Foundation is seeking new Board
Members to join their dynamic team.
For more information and to apply,
please email us at alltheartsfoundation@gmail.com. You can also visit
our website, allthearts.org or call us at
714-447-7489.

The Other Type of Toothbrush
While most people find it easy
enough to brush their teeth at least
twice a day, some lack either the dexterity or discipline needed to floss
daily. This is understandable considering the fact that it takes some time and
effort to correctly loop the ends of the
floss around the fingers and guide it
between teeth. While there are some
flossing products available that help
with the process, not everyone gets the
hang of them. There are small, easy-touse, pointed bushes known as “inter-

dental brushes” that are nearly as effective as flossing. They not only remove
bacterial buildup (plaque) between
teeth, they also stimulate gums. The
interdental brushes also lend themselves to cleaning hard-to-reach areas
and concavities on tooth surfaces that
floss may not be able to reach.
Like other medical sciences, the dental profession is constantly changing.
We stay informed about the latest techniques and advances and our focus is
on superior care and patient comfort.

CITY COUNCIL REPORTER

Volunteer must be accurate, able to
cover one or two long Fullerton council meetings per month, and send in
report by deadline. Please send info to
Saskia at observernews@earthlink.net
or call 714-525-6402

TEEN HELP LINE

TEENLINE’s number is (800) TLCTEEN (800-852-8336). The line is
open from 6pm to 10pm and answered
by teens who understand your problems and don’t judge you and can offer
helpful advice or just listen. Also available online at teenlineonline.org.

VETS CRISIS LINE

Call 1-800-273-8255 & press 1; chat
online at http://veteranscrisisline.net;
send a text message to 838255.
The Veterans Crisis Line connects
veterans and families and friends with
qualified Dept. of Veterans Affairs
through a confidential 24-hour, yearround toll-free hotline, online chat, or
text messaging.
Call 1-800-273-8255 & press 1; chat
online at http://veteranscrisisline.net;
send a text message to 838255.

DOMESTIC ABUSE

WTLC (Womens Transitional Living
Center) is a great resource for those experiencing spousal abuse. The 24-hour bilingual hotline is 877-531-5522. You can
also call 714-992-1931 for the bilingual
line.

2-1-1

Call 2-1-1 on your phone for non-emergency help on any issue you are having in
Orange County. Free. www.211.org

CHANGE & BALANCE
by Michelle Gottlieb

Conquering Procrastination
Have you ever been a bit nervous
about doing something so you find an
excuse to put it off for a day or two?
Then when it comes time to do that
project, you are more nervous and
scared, so you put it off again. You keep
on with this pattern until the project is
a large drooling, snarling monster and
you are shivering under your bed.
This is a not uncommon reaction. In
fact it is a terribly human thing to do.
We avoid that which makes us uncomfortable. The problem with that strategy is that everything gets bigger and
scarier and so that much harder to do.
So, while this is a common strategy, it
is not an effective one.
But once you have this monster, how
do you handle it? Break the project into

smaller chunks. If you are supposed to
exercise, just walk for five minutes. If
you are supposed to clean the kitchen,
clean just the one corner. If you have
paperwork to do, just do the first page.
Another way to create smaller chunks is
to set a timer for 15 minutes. Once,
that time is done, so are you. As you
break the task into small chunks, it
stops being so overwhelming.
The bottom-line is that as you are
slowly walking towards the monster, it
starts getting smaller and smaller. You
start getting bigger and bigger. Until
you can easily pick it up, deal with it
and toss it away! Go conquer your
monster today! By taking one small
step at a time!

MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202, Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5
www.michellegottlieb.com
This column is not a replacement for therapy with a licensed professional.

FrackWatch Websites
• www.stopfrackingbrea.com
• www.whittierhillsoilwatch.org
• www.lahabraheights.net
• www.foodandwaterwatch.org
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Cindy & Fritz at Machu Picchu

Hiba & Camille from Fullerton College
“Hiba Salameh and I (pictured above at St. Peter’s
Square in Rome, Italy) are both in the Fullerton College
study abroad program. Most of us who came from
Fullerton are staying in dorms like me, but Hiba and a
few others are staying with Spanish families. My favorite
experience from this trip is probably riding camels on the
beach during a weekend trip in Morocco. Everyone in

our program loved going to the Feria de Abril, which is
a week long carnival in Seville, Spain. Everyone dresses
up nice, and the women wear traditional Flamenco
dresses with roses in their hair. There were carnival rides,
food, and big tents set up where people danced
Flamenco. It was incredible. I was lucky enough to be
able to travel after the program ended. I am excited to be
going home, but its still going to be very hard to say
goodbye to Seville.”

“We just returned from two marvelous trips with
Natural Habitat. First a week on a sail boat in the
Galapagos Islands where we kayaked, snorkeled, hiked
and sailed.
Then a week in
Cusco/Sacred
Va l l e y / M a c h u
Picchu where we
hiked to the Sun
Gate and then to the
top of Waynu
Picchu (1200 feet
above
Machu
Picchu).”
- Cindy and Fritz
von Coelln

Birthday at Melia Caribe Tropical Resort in Punta Cana
“ Just in case you have room here is a pic
of us girls at the Melia Caribe Tropical
Resort in Punta Cana, Dominican
Republic. Four of us were celebrating our
60th birthdays! Six of the nine of us who
went on the trip grew up in the Maple

Vician Family in Shanghai
Four-year-old Fullerton resident
Calvin Vician holds the Fullerton
Observer in front of the Shanghai
skyline across from The Bund.
Calvin and his mom and dad, April
and David visited his grandparents
in Qingdao, China. “All five of us
took the trip to Shanghai while we
were there,” said David.

Community!” said birthday girl Kitty.
Taken by Estella Montes, the photo
above shows MaryHelen Duenas, Karen
Rosales, Terri Juarez, Lori Gutierrez, Kitty
Jaramillo, Gina Mejia, Barbara Moreno,
and Eloisa Espinoza.

